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No-frills Dacia makes big money around the world;  
forces rivals to try to match its success

CEO Mulally
sees better days
for Ford in Europe

www.ane-globalmonthly.com
Your source for  

everything automotive.

Renault’s  
profit machine

   Scenic/Grand Scenic ......... 
116,475 137,093 –20,618 –15%

   Espace/Grand Espace ...... 12,656 12,340 +316 3%

   Koleos ..............
............. 

11,474 9,386 +2,088 22%

   Kangoo ...............
.......... 

24,693 27,159 –2,466 –9%

   Trafic ................
............. 

8,142 7,057 +1,085 15%

   Other ..............
.............. 

592 1,075 –483 –45%

  Total Renault brand ........ 747,129 832,216 –85,087 –10%

  RENAULT ................
........ 898,644 994,894 –96,250 –10%

 RENAULT-NISSAN ............ 
1,239,749 1,288,257 –48,508 –4%

   9-3 ...............
................

. 9,611 9,687 –76 –1%

   9-5 ...............
................

. 2,961 3,150 –189 –6%

   Other ..............
.............. 

2 1,055 –1,053 –

  Total Saab ...............
....... 12,574 13,892 –1,318 –10%

  Spyker brand ...............
... 

– 
2 

–2 –

 SPYKER ................
............ 

12,574 13,894 –1,320 –10%

   Impreza ...............
.......... 

5,938 6,814 –876 –13%

   Legacy/Outback ............. 
7,754 10,383 –2,629 –25%

   Trezia ...............
............. 

2,048 
– +2,048 –

   Forester ..............
........... 

9,829 9,879 –50 –1%

   Other ..............
.............. 

905 3,110 –2,205 –71%

 SUBARU ...............
........... 

26,474 30,186 –3,712 –12%

   Alto ................
............... 

26,511 35,751 –9,240 –26%

   Splash ...............
............ 

10,799 14,669 –3,870 –26%

   Swift ............
................

. 46,012 39,466 +6,546 17%

   Kizashi ...............
............ 

1,246 
577 +669 116%

   Jimny ................
............. 

8,869 12,880 –4,011 –31%

   SX4 ...............
................

 20,817 23,070 –2,253 –10%

   Vitara/

     Grand Vitara/XL-7 ....... 
11,119 10,600 +519 5%

   Other ..............
.............. 

27 
118 –91 –77%

 SUZUKI ...............
............. 

125,400 137,131 –11,731 –9%

   XF ...............
................

.. 12,630 15,880 –3,250 –21%

   XJ ..............
................

.... 3,071 2,389 +682 29%

   XK ................
................

. 2,075 2,264 –189 –8%

   Other ..............
.............. 

75 
822 –747 –91%

  Total Jaguar ...............
..... 17,851 21,355 –3,504 –16%

   Defender ..............
......... 

1,144 3,504 –2,360 –67%

   Freelander ..............
....... 19,941 22,351 –2,410 –11%

   Discovery ................
....... 

9,191 10,673 –1,482 –14%

   Range Rover Evoque ........ 
2,426 

– +2,426 –

   Range Rover Sport .......... 
12,936 14,420 –1,484 –10%

   Range Rover ..............
.... 5,995 4,310 +1,685 39%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4 
10 

–6 –60%

  Total Land Rover ............. 
51,637 55,268 –3,631 –7%

   Indica ...............
............. 

876 1,278 –402 –32%

   Xenon ...............
............ 

264 
318 –54 –17%

   Other ..............
.............. 

299 1,015 –716 –71%

  Total Tata brand ............. 
1,439 2,611 –1,172 –45%

 TATA MOTORS ................
 70,927 79,234 –8,307 –11%

   Cuore/Charade .............. 
2,175 2,765 –590 –21%

   Sirion ................
............. 

2,428 4,023 –1,595 –40%

   Materia ...............
.......... 

427 1,041 –614 –59%

   Terios ..............
.............. 

3,455 6,655 –3,200 –48%

   Other ..............
.............. 

72 
395 –323 –82%

  Total Daihatsu ...............
. 8,557 14,879 –6,322 –43%

   CT ...............
................

.. 11,058 
– +11,058 –

   IS  ...............
................

...3,205 5,102 –1,897 –37%

   RX ...............
................

.. 4,611 8,071 –3,460 –43%

   Other ..............
.............. 

358 
870 –512 –59%

  Total Lexus ..............
....... 19,232 14,043 +5,189 37%

   IQ ................
................

.. 10,301 19,081 –8,780 –46%

   Aygo ...............
.............. 

64,242 64,398 –156 0%

   Yaris ............
................

.. 96,491 113,795 –17,304 –15%

   Auris ............
................

. 63,065 58,156 +4,909 8%

   Corolla ...............
........... 

4,663 5,137 –474 –9%

   Prius ..............
................

 19,444 36,364 –16,920 –47%

   Avensis ............
.............. 

37,560 44,265 –6,705 –15%

   Verso-S ................
.......... 

13,297 
– +13,297 –

   Verso ................
............. 

26,847 27,348 –501 –2%

   Urban Cruiser ..............
.. 5,367 11,376 –6,009 –53%

   RAV4 ................
............. 

30,039 35,679 –5,640 –16%

   Land Cruiser ..............
.... 7,155 8,445 –1,290 –15%

   Other ..............
.............. 

914 1,907 –993 –52%

  Total Toyota brand ......... 
379,385 425,951 –46,566 –11%

 TOYOTA MOTOR ............. 
407,174 454,873 –47,699 –11%

   A1 ................
................

. 73,394 6,307 +67,087 –

   A3/S3/RS3 ...............
...... 107,684 135,284 –27,600 –20%

   A4/S4/RS4 ...............
...... 120,301 133,366 –13,065 –10%

   A6/S6/RS6/Allroad ......... 
56,012 51,950 +4,062 8%

   A7 ................
................

. 14,475 
220 +14,255 –

   A8/S8 ...............
............. 

6,985 5,549 +1,436 26%

   TT ................
................

.. 14,401 13,435 +966 7%

   A5/S5/RS5 ...............
...... 54,387 59,925 –5,538 –9%

   R8 ...............
................

.. 1,065 1,318 –253 –19%

   Q5 ................
................

. 49,203 47,585 +1,618 3%

   Q7 ................
................

. 9,856 8,004 +1,852 23%

   Other ..............
.............. 

663 
395 +268 68%

  Total Audi ..............
........ 508,426 463,338 +45,088 10%

   Continental GT/GTC ........ 
994 

981 +13 1%

   Continental Flying Spur ...138 184 
–46 –25%

   Mulsanne ...............
....... 

193 
14 +179 –

   Other ..............
.............. 

26 
54 –28 –52%

  Total Bentley ...............
... 1,351 1,233 +118 10%

  Bugatti ............
............... 

9 
14 

–5 –36%

   Aventador ..............
....... 

22 
– +22 –

   Gallardo ...............
......... 

265 
293 –28 –10%

   Murcielago ...............
..... 

6 
71 –65 –92%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4 
3 

+1 33%

  Total Lamborghini .......... 
297 

367 –70 –19%

   Boxster ..............
............ 

2,783 2,733 +50 2%

   Cayman ................
......... 

1,495 1,574 –79 –5%

   911 ...............
................

 8,989 9,301 –312 –3%

   Panamera ...............
....... 

4,636 5,072 –436 –9%

   Cayenne ................
........ 

12,436 8,384 +4,052 48%

   Other ..............
.............. 

241 
59 +182 309%

  Total Porsche ................
.. 30,580 27,123 +3,457 13%

   Altea ...............
.............. 

27,008 31,083 –4,075 –13%

   Alhambra ...............
....... 11,898 5,392 +6,506 121%

   Ibiza ...............
............... 

120,574 114,589 +5,985 5%

   Leon ................
.............. 

51,125 54,359 –3,234 –6%

   Exeo ...............
............... 

17,138 18,124 –986 –5%

   Other ..............
.............. 

23 
196 –173 –88%

  Total Seat ..............
......... 227,766 223,743 +4,023 2%

   Fabia ...............
.............. 

101,815 93,051 +8,764 9%

   Octavia ................
.......... 

97,222 94,156 +3,066 3%

   Superb ...............
........... 

34,678 29,947 +4,731 16%

   Roomster ...............
........ 

17,849 16,004 +1,845 12%

   Yeti .............
................

.. 34,839 29,215 +5,624 19%

   Other ..............
.............. 

26 
205 –179 –87%

  Total Skoda ...............
..... 286,429 262,578 +23,851 9%

   Fox ...............
................

. 11,113 25,336 –14,223 –56%

   Polo ................
............... 

263,028 261,899 +1,129 0%

   Golf ..............
................

. 359,831 367,403 –7,572 –2%

   Golf Plus ...............
......... 

65,198 62,784 +2,414 4%

   Jetta ...............
............... 

13,541 6,550 +6,991 107%

   Passat ..............
.............. 

169,471 121,056 +48,415 40%

   Passat CC ................
...... 16,819 16,010 +809 5%

   Phaeton ................
......... 

2,272 1,604 +668 42%

   Scirocco ................
......... 

21,024 27,677 –6,653 –24%

   Eos ..............
................

.. 10,349 10,432 –83 –1%

   Touran ...............
........... 

90,724 68,935 +21,789 32%

   Sharan ................
........... 

33,974 7,674 +26,300 343%

   Tiguan ................
........... 

79,755 74,469 +5,286 7%

   Touareg ................
......... 

16,877 10,580 +6,297 60%

   Caddy ...............
............ 

41,368 32,148 +9,220 29%

   Transporter/Caravelle/

     Multivan/Shuttle/T5 ..... 35,493 36,198 –705 –2%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4,497 8,095 –3,598 –44%

  Total VW brand .............. 
1,235,334 1,138,850 +96,484 9%

 VOLKSWAGEN ...............
. 2,290,192 2,117,246 +172,946 8%

 OTHER ................
............. 

7,781 6,237 +1,544 25%

 OTHER (China automakers) .... 
418 

589 –171 –29%

 GRAND TOTAL ...............
. 9,908,118 10,003,117 –94,999 –1%

  Note: Excludes models registered as commerical vehicles. Europe sales by model are compiled

   using sales data from the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,

   Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

   Sweden and Switzerland.

Source: JATO Dynamics +44(0) 20 8423 7100 (www.jato.com)
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Inside this issue: Renault's
profit machine is called Dacia

The cover story of the ninth issue of the
Automotive News Europe Global
Monthly focuses on a common
misconception: a low-cost brand only
delivers tiny profits.

Renault's Romanian subsidiary, Dacia,
has proved that wrong by becoming a
profit machine for the automaker.

The secrets? High volume and being
able to charge a premium price outside
of Europe. This year, Renault expects
sales of its low-cost M0 platform will
total 950,000 to 1 million units. Of
those, nearly two-thirds will carry
Renault badges, while the rest will sell
as Dacias.

Average sales prices for Dacias are
extremely low, about 8,000 euros in
Europe but the same models branded
as Renaults sell for at least 20 percent
more.

Dacia has an operating margin
between 9 percent and 10 percent,
according to analysts estimates. This is
the kind of margin achieved by
premium automakers.

Why have rivals not mounted a
vigorous challenge given Dacia's
success? "We are 10 years ahead,"
Renault Chief Operating Officer Carlos
Tavares said in an interview. "For others
it won't be easy to catch up."

Easy or not, competitors are coming.
Volkswagen is weighing plans to launch

Luca Ciferri is Editor-in-Chief at
Automotive News Europe.

a low-cost brand and Nissan expects to
sell models badged as Datsuns for as
little as 2,300 euros.

PSA/Peugeot-Citroen also has unveiled
new entry-level models for fast-
growing markets. With more room for
passengers and a bigger trunk, the
Citroen C-Elysee and the Peugeot 301
have been designed to appeal to
families in Mediterranean countries,
China and Russia.

Ghosn, Mulally
on the record

Also in this issue you will find:

• An exclusive interview with Renault-
Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn in which
he reaffirms his strong commitment
for full electric vehicles.

• An exclusive interview with Ford CEO
Alan Mulally in which he confirms
that he will remain at the helm for at
least another two years.

• Fiat Group CEO Sergio Marchionne
sees no reason to adjust downward
his goal of selling 50,000 Maseratis a
year by 2015 despite an overall sales
slump in Europe that is forecast to
continue next year.

• The European slump has caused
Infiniti brand boss Johan de Nysschen
to adjust the Nissan luxury brand's
plans in Europe. He tells us it will
likely take Infiniti longer than
expected to meet its goal of 100,000
annual sales in the region.

• Toyota Europe's CEO Didier Leroy
reconfirms that the company's
automaking operations andicirc;n the
region will make money for the first
time in five years, despite expected
sales growth of just 10,000 units.

• We look at the challenges facing
Alfredo Altavilla as he tries to turn
around Fiat's money-losing European
operations.

We hope you enjoy this richly varied
issue.

Luca Ciferri, Editor-in-Chief
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How Renault's low-cost Dacia
became a global success story
French automaker's no-frills marque has luxury-brand profitability

Sold under the Dacia brand in Europe, the Duster small SUV (shown) sells for 12,000 to 19,000 euros, but badged as a
Renault in Brazil it costs 21,000 to 27,000 euros.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

Once considered a risky bet, Romanian
automaker Dacia has become Renault's
global profit machine.

Europeans think of Renault's Dacia
lineup as cheap, entry-level models that
compete with used cars but Dacias are
built and sold around the world. They
are often badged as Renaults and are
sold at higher prices than in Europe and
at a handsome profit.

This year, Renault expects sales of its
low-cost M0 platform will total
950,000 to 1 million units, up from
813,000 in 2011. Of those, nearly two-

thirds will carry Renault badges, while
the rest will sell as Dacias.

"Dacia is really a cash cow for the
company," Renault Chief Operating
Officer Carlos Tavares told Automotive
News Europe.

Renault does not report individual
results for its brands, but Morgan
Stanley estimates that Dacia has an
operating margin of 9 percent, which is
more common for premium
automakers.

That's good news for Renault, whose
global automotive unit in the first six
months reported an operating margin
of only 0.4 percent.

Quick expansion
In less than a decade Dacia has
developed into a 5-model brand

2004 Logan sedan
2006 Logan MCV wagon
2009 Sandero hatch
2009 Sandero Stepway
2012 Duster crossover
2012 Lodgy 5- and 7-seat MPV
2012 Dokker car-derived van
2012 Dokker panel van

Source: Company
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"There seems to be a common misconception that average
sales price for the Dacia business are extremely low, in the
range of about 8,000 euros," said Laura Lembke, a financial
analysts at Morgan Stanley in London. That is not the case.
Dacia models branded as Renaults in international markets
sold at least for 20 percent more than Dacia-brand models in
Europe, Lembke said.

In Brazil, Renault sells the Duster small SUV for 21,000 to
27,000 euros, compared with a price range of 12,000 to
19,000 euros as a Dacia in Europe, Lembke estimates.

In Europe, Dacia upset the established order when it
launched the Logan sedan in 2004. The no-frills model
significantly undercut the competition. For the first time,
customers on tight budgets could buy new vehicles with
three-year warranties at used-car prices. Until the launch of
the Logan, Dacia was unknown outside Romania, its home.
Now, annual sales in the European Union have grown to
250,000 units, according to the industry association ACEA.
Dacia has also become a global brand, with sales in 36
markets.

Schweitzer's bet

Dacia is a bet that Renault placed 13 years ago, part of an
ambitious expansion plan hatched by former CEO Louis
Schweitzer.

In 1999, Schweitzer acquired Dacia, an obscure, nearly
defunct Romanian company. The deal was overshadowed by
Renault's alliance that same year with Nissan, which was
nearly bankrupt at the time.

Schweitzer had a plan in mind for Dacia: to launch a
5,000-euro family-sized car to attract buyers in central and
eastern Europe who would otherwise buy a used vehicle. The
Logan was priced at 5,900 euros at its launch, higher than
Schweitzer's euro target, but still the cheapest modern car
available in eastern Europe. Dacia subsequently introduced in
western Europe a better-equipped Logan that started at
7,500 euros.

In a European market plagued by price wars, Dacia doesn't
need big discounts. Tavares said that most Dacia customers
don't even ask for a discount because they want to avoid the
stress of bargaining.

The brand also has one of the lowest dealer margins in the
region, approximately 5 percent of the retail price.

Dacia has sold morDacia has sold more than 2 million Le than 2 million Logans in 36 markets sinceogans in 36 markets since
the fithe firrst model (showst model (shown) wn) was launched in 2004.as launched in 2004.

Dacia can do this because its dealers are not required to build
their own stores. Instead, they share showrooms with
existing Renault dealerships.

Global production

Renault has successfully transplanted its rock-bottom price
strategy to emerging markets all over the world. Renault
builds the M0-based vehicles in 11 plants in eastern Europe,
Russia, Africa, South America and India. Dacia started sales in
the UK and Ireland this year by exporting a right-hand-drive
version of the Duster built in Chennai, India.

Despite its low price, the M0 architecture can be customized
so that the cars it underpins will meet consumer tastes in
different markets.

In India, for example, the Duster has a second climate control
unit in the rear compartment, along with two reading lights.

"Being able to fine-tune the characteristics is an important
part of the edge we have over our competitors," said Arnaud
Deboeuf, chief of Renault's entry-level models. Deboeuf said
that there is no overlap between Dacia's and Renault's
lineups. "They are clearly very different products. There is no
competition between the two," he said.

Rivals say the Dacia business model works because its M0
platform uses old Renault technology that has been fully
amortized. Morgan Stanley's Lembke agrees, adding that
M0-based vehicles are built exclusively in countries with low
labor costs.

"While a worker receives an hourly wage of 34 euros in
France, 30 euros in Germany and 20 euros in Spain, it is only
one-third of that in eastern Europe," Lembke notes.
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And in Morocco, where Renault opened its new Tangiers
assembly plant, workers earn less than 4 euros an hour.

More models

Two years after the Logan sedan was launched, the Logan-
based MCV station wagon joined the lineup, in 2006. Then
the brand added the Sandero subcompact, Duster, Lodgy
compact minivan and Dokker, a car-derived van. It took eight
years to add those models. Phase two will not take as long.

At the Paris show in September, Dacia unveiled the second
generation of the Logan, together with the new Sandero
hatch and its highly successful Stepway crossover variant.The
new models offer more style and more content for the same
price.

In France, the redesigned Logan sedan retails for the same
7,700 euros as the previous model, while the Sandero is
priced like its predecessor at 7,900 euros.

Moreover, the new models have optional equipment; such as
multimedia systems and cruise control; that one might not
expect in a budget car.

"We will remain true to Dacia's basic goal: a no-frills,
practical car," Deboeuf said.

Given the uncertainties of Europe's market, Deboeuf says it's
too early to offer a specific sales target for 2013. But he did

say that Dacia will sell more vehicles next year; recession or
no recession.

"So far, we have always sold more cars than the year before
since the launch in 2004," Deboeuf said. "Why would that
be different in 2013?"

Whether or not sales are strong next year, Dacia appears
likely to strengthen its grip on the entry-level market. Rival
global automakers have not mounted a vigorous challenge to
Dacia in this segment yet. Tavares says he is not surprised.
"We are 10 years ahead," he said. "For others it won't be
easy to catch up."

Bertrand Gay and Bruce Gain contributed to this report
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Nissan's low-cost Datsun brand
will share platform with Lada

Nick GibbsNick Gibbs

Nissan's new low-cost Datsun cars will
be based on a Lada, executive vice
president Colin Dodge said.

"Datsuns will be built off the new Lada
Kalina platform," Dodge, who is
Nissan's top executive for Europe, told
Automotive News Europe.

The cars will use a modular platform
with shared elements such as braking
and fuel systems as well as steering
mechanicals, Dodge said. However, he
stressed that Datsuns would differ
visually from the Russian subcompact.
"The upper body and interior will be
completely different, You won't notice
it as a Lada," he said.

Growth brand

Nissan will sell its revived Datsun brand
in Russia, India and Indonesia starting
in 2014. The Japanese automaker
considers Datsun key to its expansion
into emerging markets.

Head of Datsun Vincent Cobee told
Automotive News Europe that the
brand will launch two models in the
first year with a third arriving in 2015.
The cars will be first shown toward the
end of 2013.

Cobee declined to reveal bodystyles for
the car but the Datsuns are likely to
follow what Lada is doing with the
Kalina, which is offered as a hatchback
and sedan.

Nissan's Europe boss, Colin Dodge,
wants the automaker to more than
double Russia sales to 400,000 by
2016. 'Russia is very important to us,'
Dodge said. 'The way the currency is ...
at the moment, it could be a very
lucrative market.'

The Wall Street Journal cited sources
including Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn as
saying the target starting price for
Datsuns is $3,000 (2,300 euros), which
would make them competitive again
low-cost Chinese cars.

For Russia, Datsuns will be built
alongside Ladas and Nissan's new
Russia-only Almera sedan at AvtoVAZ's
factory in Togliatti, which is about

800km (500 miles) southeast of
Moscow.

Earlier this year, Nissan and French
alliance partner Renault announced
that they planned to invest about $750
million to get a 67 percent stake in a
new joint venture that will hold a 74.5
percent share in AvtoVAZ. Russia's
largest automaker produces the Lada
brand, which accounts for nearly 20
percent of all vehicle sales in the
country. The transaction is due to be
complete by 2014.

Global ambitions

Nissan plans to more than double sales
in Russia from about 170,000 this year
to about 400,000 by 2016. "Russia is
very important to us," Dodge said.
"The way the currency is as strong as it
is at the moment, it could be a very
lucrative market."

Datsuns sold in India and Indonesia are
expected to be built locally in those
markets. Earlier this year, Renault and
Nissan expanded their joint factory in
Chennai, southern India, to increase
capacity to 400,000. The plant already
makes the Micra subcompact for
Europe.

In March, Nissan announced it would
boost output of its Indonesia factory in
Cikampek, near Jakarta, to 250,000
annually by 2014.
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VW, Nissan, others look to tap
growing demand for budget cars

With more room for passengers and a bigger trunk, the budget Citroen C-Elysee (left) and Peugeot 301 have been designed
to appeal to families in the Mediterranean basin, China and Russia.

RRita Fita Forbesorbes

Volkswagen's desire to launch a low-
cost brand and Nissan's plan to sell
Datsuns for as little as 2,300 euros
underline the rising interest from
automakers to tap demand for budget
cars in fast-growing markets to offset
falling sales in mature, stagnant
markets such as Europe and Japan.

Following the lead of Renault's Dacia
brand, more and more carmakers will
begin offering low-cost models within
the next five years, IHS Automotive
analyst Christoph Stuermer said. "If
they want to survive, they will have to,"
he said.

Stuermer expects the world auto
market to grow by 3.4 million cars
between 2012 and 2015. "Most of
that growth can be tapped with
affordable types of vehicles aimed at
new buyers," he said. "Now that VW is

entering, I think everybody's going to
ratchet up their efforts."

Volkswagen is planning a low-cost car
brand for emerging markets priced
about 5,000 euros, Ulrich Hackenberg,
VW-brand product development boss,
told a German magazine Auto Motor
und Sport earlier this year. "There is a
market segment between 5,000 and
7,000 euros, which is a real challenge,"
he said.

The trick is finding the right amount of
content to take out of the car to make
it affordable. "Here you really have to
closely look at what can be done away
with, but those cars would not be sold
under the name Volkswagen, more as
their own brand," he said.

Volkswagen has not yet made an
official decision on whether to build
such a car. In a separate interview,
Hackenberg said that a budget brand

would not be introduced before 2016
in any case. It would initially be
launched in emerging markets,
although European sales have not been
ruled out.

Analyst Stuermer said that developing
affordable new cars for high-growth
markets poses a significant challenge to
carmakers such as Volkswagen, General
Motors and Ford.

"They would normally fire with their
full engineering power to develop the
smartest product," he said. He added
that selling a car for less than 8,000
euros means that companies must
innovate on the business side and put
as little new technology into the
vehicles as possible. When
Automobilwoche, a sister publication of
Automotive News Europe, recently ran
an online survey asking if VW should
offer low-cost models in western
Europe as well as in emerging markets,
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more than 60 percent of respondents
said yes.

IHS's Stuermer, however, cautioned
that such a move could have wide-
ranging implications for the used-car
market. "Only when their cars have
good demand in the secondary market
can they offer competitive leasing and
financing rates, because their cars have
good residual value," he explained. "So
trying to cap off the secondary market
is an extremely risky business."

Datsun learns from Dacia

Renault's alliance partner, Nissan,
hopes to attract first-time buyers with
its new lineup of Datsuns, which will be
launched in 2014 in Russia, India, and
Indonesia. Vincent Cobee, who heads
the Datsun global business unit, told
Automotive News Europe that the

company is tailoring the completely
new vehicles to each of these markets,
based on the differing needs people in
these countries have. He added that
Datsun has worked closely with Dacia
to develop best practices for the new
iteration of the Nissan marque, which
was established in 1932 before being
phased out in 1981.

Peugeot's and Citroen's new entry-level
models for fast-growing markets were
unveiled at the Paris auto show in
September. With more room for
passengers and a bigger trunk, the
Citroen C-Elysee and the Peugeot 301
have been designed to appeal to
families in Mediterranean countries,
China and Russia.

With the success of its Dacia brand,
Renault has proved that low-cost cars
can be profitable. Renault Chief

Operating Officer Carlos Tavares calls
Dacia a "cash cow" for the company,
with an operating margin above 6
percent. Arnaud Deboeuf, director of
Renault's entry-range program, expects
to sell 950,000 to 1 million cars based
on the company's low-cost MO
platform this year, up from 813,000 in
2011. Renault is also looking to expand
production of its low-cost models,
which include the Logan sedan,
Sandero hatchback and Duster
compact SUV, in new locations. Said
Deboeuf: "We feel that our experience
in this field gives us a competitive
edge."

Luca Ciferri, Douglas A. Bolduc
contributed
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Getting to know Dacia
Duster's success proves that style beats substance, but that's OK

Duster's success proves that style beats
substance, but that's OK

Until earlier this year, I had not driven a
modern Dacia model nor felt any
compelling reason to do so. However,
the huge sales success of the Duster
SUV encouraged me to try one of the
models made by Renault's low-cost
subsidiary.

To figure out why buyers were
choosing the Duster over the similarly-
sized Suzuki SX4, Fiat Sedici and Toyota
Urban Cruiser, I got behind the wheel
of Europe's best-selling small SUV in
March.

What I discovered was that the Duster
is a perfect product for these
complicated times when appearance is
more important than substance.

The Duster has a modern, nicely
executed exterior. Renault's 1.5-liter
diesel engine does a decent job and
while the Duster's gearbox is not a
champion of precision, the SUV
performs moderately well both on road
and off road.

The trouble with the Duster starts when
you try to open a window. There is a
closed hole on the door panel where
the power window switch should be,

Luca Ciferri is Editor-in-Chief at
Automotive News Europe.

forcing the driver to reach to the center
console to open the window. Perhaps
Renault did this to reduce costs, but the
result is ugly.

Using the turn signal in the Duster is
almost frightening because the ticking
noise it makes is so loud that you fear
you have accidentally activated a time
bomb.

Simply put, the Duster is OK to look at
from the outside, but once you're
inside you are very aware that you have

made a budget-conscious purchase. I
wouldn't offer a ride to a friend I was
trying to impress or pick up a date in
this car.

Despite its flaws, it's easy to
understand why the Duster is selling so
well: the car's starting price in Italy is
11,900 euros. For the same price as a
boring subcompact sedan you get a
more trendy small SUV. People won't
notice that for 11,900 euros you have a
front-wheel-drive version of the Duster
with a thirsty gasoline engine (the 4wd
diesel variant starts at 16,400 euros),
they'll just think you look a lot cooler
than that guy or gal who spent the
same money for a Fiat Punto.

To be fair, Dacia is already improving its
car interiors. The fit and finish of the
second-generation Logan sedan and
Sandero hatch unveiled at the Paris
show in September show a bold step
forward. Hopefully each has a better-
sounding turning signal. The progress
shown by its sister models leads me to
believe the interior of the second-
generation Duster will match the
attractive exterior of the current model.
If the Duster's price remains
competitive, it will become an even
tougher competitor in this segment.
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Ghosn charges ahead on
Nissan's market share, EV goals

Carlos Ghosn -- People love the EV. The only concern about the EV is whether it's a drag on profitability. But, obviously, when
you look at Nissan's results, it's not a drag. (Photo: Reuters)

Hans GrHans Greimeleimel

YOKOHAMA, Japan -- Nissan Motor
Co. CEO Carlos Ghosn is chasing
ambitious goals under his current
business plan: a 10 percent market
share in the United States and 8
percent globally by 2017.

But things aren't going as planned. The
company's U.S. market share hovered
at just 7.9 percent for the first 10
months of 2012, down from 8.2
percent in all of 2011. Also, Nissan's
bet on electric vehicles seems to be
losing momentum. U.S. sales of the
Leaf EV slid 16 percent to 6,791
through October, far short of the full-
year target of 20,000.

Still, Ghosn is looking to add
production capacity in North America
to make sure supply can back his
growth plans.

Ghosn, 58, spoke with Automotive
News Asia Editor Hans Greimel at
Nissan's headquarters here.

WWill the dowill the downturnturn in Eurn in Europe and theope and the
anti-Japan backlash in China impact theanti-Japan backlash in China impact the
U.S. market rU.S. market recovecoverery?y?

No, I don't think so. The recovery in the
United States is in good shape. The
forecast for the year in the U.S. market
is strong. Nobody is foreseeing even
stagnation for next year, even though
the growth may not be substantial.

What is yWhat is your outlook four outlook for slowor slowing gring growowthth
in China and how the anti-Japanin China and how the anti-Japan
backlash therbacklash there we will devill develop?elop?

Obviously, there is a slowdown of
growth in China. We knew that when a
car market is growing 20 percent or 25
percent a year, this will not last forever.

Still, I'm personally optimistic about the
fact that the Chinese market is going to
continue to grow. When officials are
talking about 7.5 percent GDP growth
for the next four to five years, that's
very reasonable.

It's reasonable because there is still so
much room for growth in the internal
market. And the finances of China are
very healthy. There's practically no debt;
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there is very little deficit. China has the
power whenever necessary to put more
stimulus into the economy.

A 5 percent growth or 6 percent
growth in the car market would be
great because it's still more than 1
million cars a year.

And the anti-Japan backlash amongAnd the anti-Japan backlash among
Chinese consumerChinese consumers?s?

The backlash because of the political
relationship between Japan and China
is much more worrying. First of all, it's
not under your control. There is
nothing you can do, except lobby here
and there that reason will prevail.

We're seeing showroom traffic little by
little coming back. Slow, but it's
coming back. I'm not expecting
anything normal before the year 2013.

YYou wou want 10 perant 10 percent of the U.S. market,cent of the U.S. market,
but ybut your market sharour market share is are is around 8ound 8
perpercent. What's holding ycent. What's holding you back?ou back?

When we compare ourselves to the
best companies in the United States --
every single item in terms of brand
power, dealer efficiency, marketing
efficiencies -- we are still not at our
potential.

We can be at a much higher
operational performance level. When
we approach this level, we should be
even more than 10 percent market
share.

I'm optimistic. We not only have
investments in product; we are also
investing in our efficiency of sales and
marketing.

So ySo you still expect to achievou still expect to achieve that 10e that 10
perpercent by 2017?cent by 2017?

Oh, yeah -- hopefully before. I'm not
going to give you a date. If you start
giving dates on the short-term, the
sales objective becomes the main

objective and people forget about
customer satisfaction.

We're going to take the time to do it
well, to do it in a way that is
sustainable, where 10 percent is not a
reach.

What arWhat are ye your doing to rour doing to relievelievee
prproduction constroduction constraints in Noraints in Northth
AmerAmerica?ica?

We have some significant investment
taking place today in Mexico to
increase the capacity. There will
hopefully be more to come in the
future.

WWithin the 2017 timefithin the 2017 timefrrame?ame?

Yes. We're freeing capacity. Today, part
of the capacity in Mexico is being used
for Brazil. We are building a Brazilian
plant, which will come into production
in 2014, which is going to free the
Mexican capacity, which is now going
to be made available for North
America.

But whenever we reach 10 percent
market share in the United States and
hopefully the same kind of market
share in Canada, and we continue and
maintain our leadership in Mexico with
23 to 25 percent market share -- I think
we're going to need more capacity.

What plans do yWhat plans do you havou have fe for makingor making
mormore Infie Infiniti vniti vehicles in Norehicles in North Amerth America?ica?

There is no doubt about the fact that
more and more Infiniti products will be
done outside Japan because today the
yen is a drag on the competitiveness of
Nissan and particularly on Infiniti,
where we are too dependent on
Japanese production.

Japanese production is very high
quality, and we like our base in Japan,
except the fact that with the yen at 80

yen to the dollar, it is very difficult to
compete.

Which means you are going to see
more and more Infiniti production
outside of Japan. North America is one
potential, but it is not the only one.
Probably Asia outside Japan can be
another.

Do yDo you need a dedicated Infiou need a dedicated Infiniti fniti factoractoryy
in Norin North Amerth America?ica?

I don't think today we need it. What is
important is to have lines which are
dedicated to Infiniti within an existing
one. That would be sufficient.

Is Mexican quality contrIs Mexican quality control good enoughol good enough
to build Infito build Infiniti therniti there?e?

Mexico is a great base for reliable and
high-quality cars. We can see it all the
time with the performance of our
Mexican plants. Yes, it may also be a
base.

Does InfiDoes Infiniti need a halo carniti need a halo car, and hav, and havee
yyou grou green-lighted one?een-lighted one?

I think one of the main handicaps today
of Infiniti is probably the fact that we
are too dependent on Japan. And our
main priority today is to balance more
our supply chain of Infiniti products to
reflect, in a better way, where we are
selling those products.

We feel very good about the new
products coming. There is a lot of
innovation, strong design, strong
achievement. So you're going to see a
new generation of cars coming that
really positions Infiniti at the level
showing that we want to be in the top
tier of competitors.

Do we need to add more cars? I would
say our first priority is making sure that
the cars we produce have enough sales
before adding more cars. What I would
like is our global dealer network of
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Infiniti to concentrate on selling well
the cars that we already produce before
going for enlargement and more halo
cars in the future.

Our objective is 10 percent market
share of the premium market. We
cannot make Infiniti out of a bunch of
cars [each] selling a little bit of units.
You can't do that. Every strong brand
has to have one or two strong cars
selling very well, competing very well in
their segment. This is the first and most
important thing to do.

What rWhat role wole will the Infiill the Infiniti LE electrniti LE electric caric car
play?play?

Zero emissions, for me, is here to stay
even though it's not selling as well as
we thought.

You're going to see more and more
zero-emissions cars. And this is totally

normal, that we have at least one
Infiniti car.

It's obviously a flagship car, but it's also
a car that will be developed and
produced to sell.

ArAre ye you concerou concerned that yned that you may havou may havee
ovovererinvinvested by rested by rolling out globalolling out global
capacity fcapacity for hundror hundreds of thousands ofeds of thousands of
EVEVs and their batters and their batteries?ies?

I don't think so because our
investments today correspond to about
500,000 cars a year. We feel very
comfortable in the potential for at least
500,000 cars a year. We're following
carefully what's going on in China.
We're following very carefully the new
incentives that are in France to
encourage electric cars. No matter
what, the United States is going to
have to embrace electric cars in a way

that is more sustainable. Japan is
already doing it.

No, we don't think that we
overinvested in this.

ArAre ye you on target to rou on target to reach yeach your statedour stated
goal of 1.5 million cumulativgoal of 1.5 million cumulative EV salese EV sales
by 2015 fby 2015 for Nissan and Ror Nissan and Renaultenault
combined?combined?

Let's not forget we're talking about the
alliance performance. This is with four
Renault cars, the most important one
starting to sell at the beginning of
2013. So we haven't started the mass
marketing of the Renault car, which is
the Zoe. On top of this, we're opening
a lot of doors for the Leaf. We're
becoming more competitive with the
Leaf and putting our act together.

It's too early to say.
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Reinventing Fiat in Europe
will be a tough challenge
Alfredo Altavilla, the region's new boss, will focus core brand on 500 and Panda

The 500L (left), 500 (center) and Panda (right) will be the core of Fiat brand.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

Fiat's new Europe chief, Alfredo
Altavilla, faces many daunting
challenges to turn around the
automaker's struggling operations in
the region.

Company veteran Altavilla, who is CEO
Sergio Marchionne's most trusted
lieutenant, was last month named as
head of Fiat's Europe, Middle East and
Africa region. The tasks ahead for
Altavilla, 49, include:

• Carrying out Marchionne's risk-laden
vision to transform the core Fiat
passenger cars brand from a mass
market brand into a profitable
marque selling models based around
the 500 and Panda minicars.

• Restoring Fiat's European operations
to breakeven by 2015-2016 after a
forecast 700 million euro operating
loss this year.

• Delivering a successful relaunch of
Alfa Romeo after previous attempts
to revive the sports brand failed.

• Shrinking Lancia to a niche brand
based on the Ypsilon subcompact
car.

Altavilla's work will not be simple or
quick but some answers may be easier
than others.

Reducing Lancia to the Ypsilon model is
a reality check and likely will not
occupy a vast amount of Altavilla's
time. The brand sells 80 percent of its
volume in its Italian home market and
six out of 10 Lancias sold are Ypsilons.

Reviving Alfa Romeo will be difficult.
The brand currently sells two models:
the MiTo subcompact car and the
Giulietta compact. Its volume this year
is expected to be less than 100,000
units and the brand badly needs new
vehicles to boost sales.

The low-volume 4C roadster arrives
next year but Alfa won't get any new
volume products before 2015. Rivals
such as Audi and BMW are
continuously expanding their product
portfolios and sell more cars in a month
than Alfa builds in a year.

And Alfa has more problems than just a
lack of new product. Improvements
need to be done to its brand
positioning, technology and dealer
network. Fixing these areas will take at
least 10 years.

UBS wrote in a note to investors that
Alfa's dealer network is a key obstacle
to the brand's revival and the issue is
not addressed in Marchionne's latest
strategic plan, nor has it been tackled
in the past.

Fiat mimics BMW's Mini

The reinvention of the Fiat brand
around the Panda minicar, an extended
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500 family and the Freemont large SUV/crossover is not as
odd as it seems because the these models currently account
for most of the brand's sales in Europe. In the first 10
months, the three vehicles accounted for 307,000 of Fiat
brand's 532,000 unit sales, according to JATO Dynamics
market researchers.

Marchionne plans to expand the 500 minicar range to
include a model that will replace the Punto subcompact car.
The Punto is currently the brand's third best-selling model in
Europe after the Panda and 500.

The idea to create a family of cars based on the 500 mimics
what BMW has done successfully with its Mini brand.
Altavilla's task will be to ensure that Fiat delivers the same
consistency that BMW gave Mini.

Marchionne has already warned that overextending the 500
family could be risky and costly. With its Smart microcar
brand, Daimler tried to do what BMW did with Mini by
adding a four-door car, coupe and roadster, but those models
were dropped because of slow sales.

Fiat has already begun to extend the 500 family with the
500L small minivan, launched in September. The 500L is still
too fresh to judge whether it is a success or not but already
critics have noted that it too closely resembles the Mini
Countryman, at least from the side view.

Factory overcapacity

To improve Fiat's products and brands Altavilla can count on
some magic from Olivier Francois, the energetic Frenchman
who serves as Fiat-Chrysler's chief marketing officer, as well
as Fiat brand's global boss.

But Altavilla must also make some tough industrial decisions
to tackle excess capacity Fiat's four Italian plants that
currently run below 40 percent utilization.

Here, there is little room for magic. Marchionne has promised
the Italian government and unions that Fiat won't close any
Italian vehicle assembly factories. The Cassino, Melfi,
Mirafiori and Pomigliano plants have an installed capacity of
about 1 million units, but are expected to build fewer than
400,000 units this year.

Marchionne's strategy is to build more upscale models in the
factories and to boost exports from Italy to global markets.
Building higher value Fiat and Alfa, and possibly a Jeep
model, in Italy will bring bigger margins that will offset the

AltavAltavilla joined Filla joined Fiat in 1990 and has seriat in 1990 and has servved as head of Fed as head of Fiat'siat's
China, TChina, Turkey and powurkey and powerertrtrain operain operations. He wations. He was ras responsibleesponsible
ffor devor developing alliances betweloping alliances between Feen Fiat and other carmakeriat and other carmakerss
including Generincluding General Motoral Motors and PSA/Ps and PSA/Peugeot-Citreugeot-Citroen foen frrom 2000om 2000
to 2004 and also had leading rto 2004 and also had leading role in Fole in Fiat's acquisition ofiat's acquisition of
ChrChryysler in 2008-2009.sler in 2008-2009.

high costs of producing in Italy and the country's low labor
flexibility.

Marchionne's plan aims to increase exports outside Europe to
about 15 percent of Italian production from just few
thousand units right now.

But analysts warn that Marchionne's plan is extremely
challenging.

UBS wrote in a note to investors: "Fiat did not quantify
export targets, but we find it difficult to imagine more than
150,000 to 200,000 units a year at best. This means that Fiat
will need to address capacity at some point in the near
future."

Barclays Capital said: "The majority of Fiat's competitors are
pursuing the opposite strategy of trying to localize
production wherever possible to hedge against currency risk.
Competitors have tried on numerous occasions but failed to
push upscale, with the notable exception of Audi."

In his new role, Altavilla will not have the crucial Italian
market on his side. Fiat dominates Italy with a 30 percent
market share, but the country's car sales have been plunging
since a 2.5 million unit peak in 2007. Next year, new-car
sales are expected to shrink to 1.3 million from a forecast 1.4
million this year.
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Renault infotainment takes a
cue from Apple's App Store

Renault is betting that following
Apple's iPhone and App Store business
model is the best way to entice
customers to buy its R-Link
infotainment system.

Early next year, the company will
introduce R-Link in the Clio
subcompact, Zoe EV and Fluence large
sedan. Renault will do this by offering
applications that users can download
onto its proprietary R-Link tablet
computer. The automaker will require
customers to pay for the in-car
computer as well as for the apps to run
in their car. And that is a big risk for
Renault. The system must be
extraordinarily useful and simple to
operate in order for customers to be
willing to pay for it.

The R-Link tablet -- which will retail for
less than 1,000 euros -- will come
loaded with navigation, communica-
tions, entertainment, travel services and
other applications. The driver can
access the apps with voice commands
and use the system to send and receive
e-mails, tweets and phone texts. Users
also eventually will be able to purchase
more than 50 apps available for
download to their car from the R-Link
Store. Renault says its apps should be
affordable like Apple Store apps, which
often can be purchased for just a euro
or a U.S. dollar. All the R-Link apps are
designed to run only on the R-Link, so
incompatibility will not be a problem.

Bruce Gain is an Automotive News
Europe correspondent in France.

Users won't suffer the problems that
Android owners sometimes encounter
when their vendor's phone isn't
compatible with a particular Android
app. But while R-Link apps can be
purchased and downloaded from an
app store, the tablet cannot be taken
out of the car and used as a mobile
device. Renault's approach contrasts
with other carmakers, which seek ways
to allow customers to run some of their
smartphone applications on their car's
infotainment systems.

Other automakers let users bring their
applications to the car with them. In
the mainstream car sector,
Volkswagen's new Golf offers a hub
that allows smartphones, tablets and
PCs to connect to the Internet. Opel's
Adam features an infotainment system
that serves as a console for iPhone and
Android smartphones.

Renault's competitors say customers
won't pay hundred of euros for a
system that remains locked in the car
and instead will prefer to run their apps
from their smartphones.

However, Renault says the range of
smartphones that are compatible with
in-car infotainment systems remains
limited. Even luxury automakers'
infotainment systems usually
accommodate just one or two types of
smartphones.

Million-unit market

In order for R-Link to be successful, the
key issue is the kinds of apps on offer
in the R-Link store. While the iPhone
has many flaws, it is very successful
because it offers a wide range of apps
that other smartphone makers cannot
offer on a single platform. Renault's
challenge will be to convince
developers that they can tap into a
market approaching a million units if R-
Link is widely adopted. Renault says
developers can easily convert Android
smartphone applications to the R-Link
platform since R-Link runs on an
Android platform.

If R-Link turns out to be clunky and full
of bugs, it will almost certainly be a
monumental flop. But if Renault gets it
right, its mainstream competitors likely
will consider an Apple store-like
business model when they develop
their own infotainment systems.
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Infiniti will take longer
to meet European sales targets

In 2015 Infiniti will launch a production version of the Etherea, which is shown here as a concept.

BrBruce Gainuce Gain

Infiniti has scaled down its ambitions
for Europe in the wake of the region's
economic slump.

Nissan's luxury brand will likely take
longer to meet its goal of 100,000
annual vehicle sales in Europe by 2016,
Infiniti President Johan de Nysschen
said. The target stills stands but Infiniti
will likely not meet the timeline that
was originally set, he said.

"There is not a line in the sand that
says we have to achieve those volumes
by a certain time. We have to meet our
volume sales targets in a sensible way,"
de Nysschen told Automotive News
Europe.

Renault-Nissan CEO Carlo Ghosn had
set a target for Infiniti to boost annual
sales in Europe, including Turkey and
Russia, to 100,000 vehicles by 2016
from 12,500 last year. The goal was
part of Ghosn's ambition to triple
Infiniti's global sales to 500,000 units
by 2016 from 146,000 last year.

The car Infiniti is counting on to drive
its European sales increase is a premium
compact due in 2015. The model will
take design cues from the Etherea
concept unveiled at the 2011 Geneva
auto show. Infiniti believes the car, a
rival to the Audi A3 and BMW 1 series,
will find a receptive market among
young buyers in Europe

In October, Infiniti said it will build the
car in-house at a European plant

instead of contracting out production
to Magna Steyr, as originally envisaged.
Infiniti said the car is on schedule to
launch in 2015 and the company will
announce a production location and
more product details closer to the
launch date.

Annual production of about 50,000 to
60,000 units a year of the car was
planned at Magna Steyr's plant in Graz,
Austria, according to Automotive News
Europe sources. Infiniti has not
disclosed any production volumes for a
production version of the Etherea.

The compact will share the same
underpinnings as the Mercedes A- and
B-class models as part of a two-year-old
strategic cooperation between Renault-
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Nissan and Mercedes-Benz parent
Daimler.

De Nysschen acknowledged that Infiniti
faces a tough task winning sales from
German premium brands, but said:
"There is room for a strong fourth
player and that strong fourth player will
be Infiniti."

De Nysschen, who led Audi in North
America before becoming head of
Infiniti in July, knows how to turn a
premium brand into a winner in a
market where it has small sales. During
his tenure as Audi of America
president, Audi's share of the U.S.
luxury market climbed to 9.5 percent
last year from 5.3 percent in 2004.

De Nysschen said Infiniti's immediate
goal is to increase brand awareness in
Europe by expanding its product lineup,
rather than chasing volume. "If we
start with the focus on volumes and
behave as if we are a mainstream
brand and as if success is based on
sales quotas, then you do not pay
enough attention to building the
brand," he said.
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Europe slump will not slow
Maserati's big growth plans
Fiat investing more than 1 billion euros to boost brand's global sales to 50,000

The first model in Maserati's product offensive is the Quattroporte flagship, which debuts at the Detroit auto show in January.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

Despite an overall sales slump in Europe
that is forecast to continue in 2013,
Fiat Group CEO Sergio Marchionne
sees no reason to adjust downward his
goal of selling 50,000 Maseratis a year
by 2015.

"Most of that volume was viewed
outside of Europe anyway,"
Marchionne told Automotive News
Europe.

Fiat is investing more than 1 billion
euros in its sports car subsidiary to
spark an eightfold increases in sales.
Maserati sold 6,159 cars last year and
after nine months of 2012 increased its

volume by 2 percent to 4,754 units.
The top markets for the brand so far
this year are the United States (44
percent) followed by the rest of the
world (37 percent) and Europe (19
percent).

Marchionne said that the only thing
that could keep Maserati from reaching
its ambitious goal would be poor
product execution, "which is highly
unlikely," he added.

The first model in Maserati's product
offensive is the Quattroporte, which
debuts Jan. 14 at the Detroit auto
show. Maserati's completely re-
engineered flagship sedan has been
lengthened by about 200mm to

5263mm to better compete against
chauffeur-driven, long-wheelbase
versions of German automakers'
flagships.

The Quattroporte goes on sale in
Europe in February starting at about
110,000 euros for the V-6 model. The
top-of-the-range V-8 variant starts at
more than 125,000 euros. The car's
U.S. and Asian rollouts will follow in
the summer. The company hopes to sell
12,000 Quattroportes, which is more
than twice the 5,088-unit peak
recorded by the current model in 2007.

The new Quattroporte with offer a
choice of two new twin-turbo, gasoline
direct-injection engines, which were
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designed by Maserati in cooperation with Ferrari. The
engines will be built at Ferrari's Maranello complex, which
underwent a 50 million euro upgrade at its existing engine
assembly facility to add the Maserati powerplant.

A 3.0-liter V-6 delivering 410hp will be offered in rear-wheel-
drive and four-wheel-drive variants. The engine's top speed is
284kph. The top-of-the-range Quattroporte will be powered
by a 3.8-liter V-8 delivering 530hp. Offered only with rear-
wheel-drive, the V-8 Quattroporte can go 0 to 100kph in 4.7
seconds and has a top speed of 307kph.

"The passion and state-of-the-art technology that is at the
heart of all the new Maserati engines have produced units
that are not only more powerful than ever, or more exciting
to drive than ever andndash; but also more eco-friendly than
ever before," Maserati powertrain director Paolo Martinelli
said in a statement.

Stop-start and other fuel-saving technologies are expected to
reduce fuel consumption by 25 percent compared with the
current Quattroporte.

Both engines are coupled with ZF's eight-speed automatic
transmission.

Maserati plans to unveil a mid-sized four-door sedan called
the Ghibli at either the Geneva auto show in March or at the
Shanghai auto show in April. At about 5000mm long, the
Ghibli will compete with sporty sedan offerings including the
Audi A6 and BMW 5 series.

The Ghibli will start at about 70,000 euros when it goes on
sales in Europe this summer powered by either the same V-6
GDI engine offered in the new Quattroporte or a high-
performance variant of VM Motori's 3.0-liter V-6 diesel.

The new Quattroporte and the Ghibli will be built in the
outskirts of Turin in the so-called Officine Maserati Grugliasco
plant, which Fiat bought three years ago from Carrozzeria
Bertone.

A third model, the Levante, will be the company's first SUV.
Previewed by the Kubang concept, this large SUV will be
built at Fiat's Mirafiori plant in Turin using underpinnings
shared with the Jeep Grand Cherokee. Production will begin
in 2014.

The Quattroporte and Ghibli's combined volume is about
35,000 units a year at full capacity. The Levante would
account for another 20,000 units. The Maserati GranTurismo

FFiat is inviat is investing moresting more than 1 billion eure than 1 billion euros in Maseros in Maserati to sparkati to spark
an eightfan eightfold incrold increases in sales.eases in sales.

coupe and the GranCabrio convertible, whose production
remains in Maserati's headquarter in Modena, Italy, account
for the remaining vehicles needed to reach 50,000 units a
year.

Good investment for Fiat

"Maserati stands today at the edge of an unparalleled
strategic and industrial growth," Maserati CEO Harald
Wester said.

Wester, who also serves as chief technology officer at Fiat-
Chrysler as well as CEO of Fiat Group's Abarth and Alfa
Romeo brands, added that this growth will make Maserati a
true global player because it will compete in new segments
with the Ghibli and the Levante.

As a result of the huge investment in Maserati, Marchionne
wants the brand to deliver a double-digit margin back to
Fiat. Wester believes this is possible.

"We plan a two-digit operating margin by 2015 from 6.8
percent last year," Wester said in an interview with
Automotive News Europe earlier this year.

Wester says he expects revenues at the unit to grow 6.5 to 7
times to about 4 billion euros by 2015.

"Shareholders strongly believe in what we are doing," the
CEO added, "now it is up to us to deliver."
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Toyota Europe reconfirms it
will be profitable this year

To streamline its operations in Europe, Toyota has consolidated production of the Auris at its UK plant.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

"Despite a difficult market, we are on
track to return our automotive
operations to a profit in the current
fiscal year," Toyota Europe CEO Didier
Leroy told Automotive News Europe.

Leroy first made the profitability
prediction early this year, before
economic conditions in Europe
worsened. Europe is Toyota's fourth-
largest market, after North America,
Asia and Japan.

The company credits a deep
restructuring that started in mid-2010
with the financial turnaround of its
European business. The cuts have made
it possible for Toyota Europe to turn a
profit at a volume of a little more than
800,000 vehicles, which is what the

company expects to sell in Europe in its
fiscal year ending in March 2013.

In the past, Toyota Europe sold more
cars, but its automaking business
remained in the red. The company's
automotive unit last made a profit in
2007 when it sold a record of almost
1.3 million vehicles in its 56-country
European region. But the auto division
has been losing money since then.

For years, Toyota has counted on the
success of its financial services unit to
report a consolidated profit in Europe.
Leroy, a 55-year-old French
manufacturing expert who joined
Toyota in 1998, is expected to make all
parts of the business successful, and he
sees positive signs that will happen.

In its first half ended in September,
Toyota Europe's vehicle sales were up
14.1 percent to 412,000 units and
operating profit for the consolidated
business rose to 12 billion yen (114
million euros) from a 1.9 billion yen loss
in the same period the year before.

Without going into detail, Leroy
confirmed that the auto unit turned a
profit in the first half. "I'm confident
we will keep this trend for the
remainder of the current fiscal year,"
Leroy said.

To hit the financial target Toyota is not
relying on boosting volume -- the
automaker expects European unit sales
to rise by only 10,000 from the
822,000 vehicles sold in its 2012 fiscal
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year. Instead the focus is streamlining
costs.

An example is that Toyota moved
Turkey production of the Auris compact
to the UK so that its Turkish plant can
make the Corolla (from which the Auris
is derived) for the local market as well
as central and eastern Europe.
Previously, the compact sedan was
imported from Japan and South Africa,
which was a more expensive option not
only because of logistics costs but also
because of the strong yen.

In Europe, Toyota can offset the rise of
the Japanese currency by relying more
on its six car plants, which have an
installed capacity of 600,000 units, and
three engine plants in the region.

While Toyota's European plants make
about 67 percent of the vehicles it sells

here, it still imports a high volume of
parts from Japan.

TToyoyota Eurota Europe CEO Didier Lope CEO Didier Lereroy has ledoy has led
a deep ra deep restrestructuructuring at the companying at the company
that is expected to pay divthat is expected to pay dividends soon.idends soon.

To further reduce its reliance on Japan,
Toyota wants to boost its local plants to
account for 75 percent of its European
sales, Leroy said.

The Japanese automaker aims to boost
European sales to 1 million vehicles as
early as 2015. This includes sales at
Lexus, Leroy said.

He said Toyota Europe is aiming for
profitable growth but with the current
high level of uncertainty in the market,
it is hard to predict when the regional
unit will reach the 1 million sales goal.

Toyota also wants to increase its market
share in Europe to 5 percent to 5.5
percent in the next five years from
about 4.2 percent last year.

Reuters contributed to this report
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Opel says the Adam will be profitable

The Adam (shown) will compete in what Opel calls the 'premium A segment,' which includes cars such as the Fiat 500 and
BMW's Mini.

Nick GibbsNick Gibbs

Opel/Vauxhall is confident it can build
its new Adam minicar in Germany and
still make money.

"The way the car has been constructed
gives us the possibility to build in
Germany and still be profitable," Opel
sales and marketing boss Alfred Rieck
told Automotive News Europe.

Opel is building the Adam at its factory
in Eisenach, Germany, even though
most automakers choose to build their
small cars in eastern Europe, where
wages are lower.

To cut engineering costs, Opel designed
the Adam on a shortened version of
the Opel Corsa subcompact's platform.
The Adam also will share the Corsa's
paint shop, body shop and assembly

line, thus reducing manufacturing
costs.

The two cars will share powertrains,
too. The Adam will use the Corsa's 1.2-
and 1.4-liter gasoline engines, which
will be joined by two versions of a
three-cylinder turbocharged 1.0-liter
gasoline direct-injection unit next year.
The Adam will start arriving in
European showrooms in January 2013.

By borrowing engines, technology and
manufacturing from the Opel Corsa,
company officials hope to prove that it
can profitably produce small cars in
western Europe.

Rival companies have practically given
up trying. Nissan imports the Micra
from India, and Mitsubishi will import
its subcompact for Europe from
Thailand. Recently, Honda announced

that its Swindon, UK, assembly plant
will stop producing the Honda Fit. And
in October, Reuters cited warnings from
unnamed union officials that Renault
wanted to make 70 percent of its Clios
in Turkey.

Targeting Fiat 500

The Adam will compete in what Opel
calls the "premium A segment," which
includes cars such as the Fiat 500. At
11,500 euros in Germany, the Adam's
starting price mirrors the 500's. Like
BMW's Mini, the Adam will offer a
wide range of personalized equipment
that Opel hopes will tempt customers
to spend more.

"It's not cheap transportation
necessarily," Opel engineering chief
Michael Ableson said in an interview.
"We've taken efforts to ensure we can
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do [the personalization] economically and offer it at a cost."

However, the various options to personalize the Adam do
add complexity. On top of 12 body colors, buyers can choose
among three roof colors.

Customers can pick colors for the dashboard, steering wheel,
door inserts, key fob and rearview mirror frame. And if that
isn't enough, customers can opt for a headliner embedded
with 63 LED lights. Other options include a built-in cycle
carrier and a smartphone integrator called IntelliLink, which
is a 300-euro option that migrates some phone functions
including an Opel-designed satellite navigation app to the
dashboard screen.

The company says the combinations run past 1 million.

"It's a consumer's dream and a manufacturer's nightmare,"
said Duncan Aldred, managing director of Vauxhall, Opel's
UK-based sister brand. "This takes it to a level the industry
hasn't seen before."

To make sure it can handle all this complexity, Opel updated
its Eisenach assembly plant, which also builds the Corsa.

"We had to spend a bit of money in the paint shop to do the
two-tone roof," Ableson said. "We also put in a facility to
handle some of the personalization."

Opel hopes to sell 40,000 to 50,000 Adams a year. Opel is
targeting a "younger, urban customer" for the Adam,
Ableson says.

The personalization could prove difficult for a company
accustomed to supplying cars in standard trim levels aimed at
business customers. Said Aldred: "It puts great pressure on
the organization, but I think that shows the confidence we
have going forward."

At 11,500 eurAt 11,500 euros in Germanyos in Germany, the Adam's star, the Adam's starting prting price mirice mirrrororss
the Fthe Fiat 500's.iat 500's.
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Suppliers help cut CO2 in new VW Golf

James ClarkJames Clark

Suppliers played key roles in helping
Volkswagen reduce CO2 emissions by
an average of 13.9 percent across the
seventh-generation Golf's new model

range. Hirschvogel Holding contributes
by providing rail and injector body parts
for both gasoline and diesel variants.
Hirschvogel also supplies the new
model's transmission shaft and wheel

hubs. Meanwhile, Honeywell
contributes by supplying the
turbocharger for the Golf's 1.6-liter
diesel engine.
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Auto companies dodge downturn in Q3

John StanleyJohn Stanley

The prospect of European car sales this
year falling to their lowest level since
1995 is not reflected in the Automotive
News Europe/PricewaterhouseCoopers
Transaction Services Shareholder Value
Indices for the third quarter of 2012.

In Q3, European automakers achieved a
6.3 percent rise in shareholder value
after a 12.0 percent decline in Q2.
Suppliers fared even better, offsetting a
7.7 percent decline in Q2 with a 12.9
percent gain in Q3.

Auto retailers, meanwhile, stayed in
positive territory for the third
consecutive quarter. Dealer groups'
15.3 percent rise in Q3 followed a 35.3
percent first-quarter gain and a 3.7
percent rise in Q2 of this year.

A number of factors underlie the
apparent paradox between expected
unit sales performance and shareholder
value. In part it is due to a general
stock market buoyancy over the quarter
andndash; markets tend to anticipate
future earnings rather than reflect
current reality.

Germany's DAX, for example, rose 12.5
percent over Q3, more than offsetting
its 7.6 percent fall in Q2. The European
STOXX gained 8.9 percent after a
previous-quarter decline of 6.2 percent,
and the UK FTSE followed a 1 percent
gain in Q2 with a 5.5 percent rise in the
third quarter. Even France's CAC
andndash; soon to be without PSA/
Peugeot-Citroen andndash; recovered
from a 3.6 percent fall in Q2 to register
a 5.6 percent gain in Q3.

In part, the latest rise in shareholder
value indices can be attributed to the
exposure of some participants,
particularly prestige brands, to markets
outside Europe, such as the United
States and China. But it may also be
due to significant volatility between
quarters and between individual
companies.

The latter point was clear to see during
the first three quarters of this year. In
Q1, every manufacturer posted value
gains, ranging from 7.0 percent for
Porsche to 47.5 percent for Renault. In
Q2 only one carmaker, VW, managed
to avoid recording a loss in value. For
the remainder, value losses ranged from
9.8 percent for Porsche to 35.8 percent
for Peugeot.

But in Q3, only Peugeot stayed in
negative territory, falling 20.7 percent,
while BMW was unchanged. Porsche
topped the list of winners, up 18.9
percent, followed by Renault, up 16.2

percent, and VW with a rise of 9.6
percent.

The most troubled of Europe's car
manufacturers is also its second largest
in terms of sales: PSA/Peugeot-Citroen.
The French firm has been struggling to
cope with a disastrous decline in sales
in its key export markets of Italy, Spain,
as well as weakness in its domestic
market.

Heavy losses have forced the company,
one of its biggest industrial employers
with 100,000 workers, to announce
plans to close a plant outside Paris and
to shed about 10,000 jobs. More
recently, following a hefty collapse in its
share price, the firm has been told it
will no longer be included in the French
index of leading blue-chip companies
andndash; having been part of the
CAC 40 since it was launched in 1987.

The other large French manufacturer,
however, has fared much better.
Renault's net income in the first half of
2012 was 786 million euros compared
with 1.25 billion euros in the same six
months of last year. Two significant
factors are working in its favor. It has
stronger sales outside Europe than PSA,
especially in Brazil and Russia. Secondly,
Renault's 43 percent stake in Nissan
contributed 564 million euros to its H1
net income.

In addition to continued strong sales,
the star performer in Q3, Porsche,
received a boost when a German court
dismissed two of four legal actions
against it. These involve disgruntled
shareholders seeking compensation for
alleged market manipulation during the
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company's failed bid to takeover
Volkswagen Group in 2008.

Commenting on the Q3 results for the
sector, Jason Wakelam, leader of PwC
UK's Automotive Transaction Services,
said: "The automakers' results were
strong in Q3. Indeed, there is evidence
from the spate of European factory
closures announced by OEMs in recent
months that measures may finally be
being taken to address the chronic
overcapacity in the European car
market. There is however a significant
amount of work still to do."

Strategic focus helps
Montupet get ahead

The Automotive News
Europe/PricewaterhouseCoopers
Transaction Services Shareholder Value
Index for parts suppliers shows a
similarly volatile pattern to the
carmakers' index. All 20 partsmakers
included in the index showed gains in
the first quarter, ranging from 10.2
percent to 52.9 percent. In Q2, only
two companies managed to stay in
positive territory and the other 18
recorded declines ranging from 4.3
percent to 33.8 percent.

In Q3, however, 16 out of the 20
recorded gains once again. The best
performer was Montupet, the French
manufacturer of aluminum cylinder
heads, which rose 29.3 percent. The
company has consistently been in the
top half of the shareholder value
performance table for supplier this year.
By focusing on its cylinder head
business and disposing of less
profitable activities last year Montupet
achieved strong profit growth in the
first half of 2012.

The next best performer was GKN, the
general engineering and drivetrain
specialist. It reported first-half pretax
profits rose 43 percent this year. Its
European drivetrain business, which
accounts for close to half of its sales,
benefited from a close involvement
with premium car manufacturers, such
as BMW and Mercedes-Benz. The
announcement in July of acquisition
terms for Volvo Aero, which were less
onerous than had been expected, also
helped lift GKN's shareholder value.

Tire manufacturers Michelin and
Continental made gains of 18.4
percent and 16.1 percent, respectively.
Michelin, the world's second-largest
tire maker, enjoyed a strong operating
performance and raised its long-term
outlook.

In the third quarter Continental, which
is headquartered in Hanover, Germany,
made a return to its domestic stock
market, the DAX, after a 45-month
absence. Good first-half growth was
partly driven by earnings derived from
European automotive sales in North
America and China, while balance
sheet improvements have resulted in a
debt rating upgrade for the company
by Moody's Investor Services.

Investor sentiment toward both
European tire companies has also
benefited from speculation that the EU
may introduce legislation on winter
tires. As these tires cost 25 percent
more than their summer counterparts,
such Europewide legislation could be
worth 2 billion euros in additional
revenue to the sector.

Said Jason Wakelam, leader of PwC
UK's Automotive Transaction Services:
"Suppliers benefited from the general

upturn in stock markets in Q3. As ever,
alignment to the growth regions and
[growing] OEMs is a crucial factor in
supplier success."

UK's Vertu continues
growth

As in Q1, all but two of the retailers
included in the Automotive News
Europe/PricewaterhouseCoopers
Transaction Services Shareholder Value
Index recorded gains in Q3 this year
andndash; a position that had been
reversed in Q2.

Vertu Motors, the UK retail chain based
in Birmingham, improved 34.7 percent
following continued profit growth and
further expansion. The recent
acquisition of six sales outlets from The
Co-Operative Group Motors in the
north of England gives it a network of
88 sales and aftersales outlets across
the UK, compared with less than 60
outlets in March 2010.

Another UK multi-franchise dealer
group, Lookers, recorded a 21.8
percent rise in value. Its performance
was lifted by increased demand in the
second-hand car market in the first half
of the year. The weakest performer in
the retail category was the Netherlands'
largest car dealer, Stern Groep NV.

Add Jason Wakelam, leader of PwC
UK's Automotive Transaction Services:
"UK retail volumes have continued to
hold up amidst a grim European
economic picture, which has benefitted
the UK-headquartered retail groups.
While this strength has in part been
due to discounting, some groups are
reporting that they are seeing an
increased willingness by consumers to
commit to purchases."
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Renault Clio on the rise in Europe

The Renault Clio likely will finish the year as Europe's No. 6-selling car.

Douglas A. BolducDouglas A. Bolduc

Renault is already seeing benefits from
the recent arrival of the new-
generation Clio. Strong sales of the
subcompact in October pushed the Clio
past the Opel/Vauxhall Astra to become
Europe's No. 6-selling car after 10
months. Through October, the Clio led
the Astra by 25 sales, according to
market researchers JATO Dynamics. The
difference was that the Clio's sales in
October rose 2.5 percent to 24,923
units while Astra sales dipped 10.0
percent to 19,485 during the month,
JATO's numbers show.

The fourth-generation Clio debuted in
October, giving the model line a boost
that should help its increase its lead
over the Astra as the new car is rolled
out across more European markets.
There is even a chance that the Clio

could pass the Ford Focus and finish
2012 in the top 5. Just 8,126 sales
separated the Focus and the Clio after
10 months.

The other tight race in the top 10 is
between the No. 9-ranked Renault
Megane and 10th-ranked Volkswagen
Passat. The Megane led the Passat by
390 sales through October. That is up
slightly from August when the
Megane's lead was just 301 sales.

Overall, nine of Europe's top 10-selling
models suffered a sales decline during
the first 10 months of 2012 compared
with the same period in 2011.

Please see the back of thePlease see the back of the AutomotivAutomotivee
NewNews Eurs Europeope Global Monthly fGlobal Monthly for theor the
complete bycomplete by-model Eur-model European salesopean sales
rresults fesults for the fior the firrst quarst quarterter..

Europe's 2012 top sellers after 10
months; % chg from Jan.-Oct. 2011

unitsunits

soldsold

%%

changechange

1. V1. VW GolfW Golf 380,048 -9.7

2. F2. Forord Fd Fiestaiesta 280,287 -11.9

3. V3. VW PW Poloolo 259,046 -17.3

4. Opel/V4. Opel/Vauxhallauxhall

CorCorsasa
241,526 -12.7

5. F5. Forord Fd Focusocus 221,613 -16.8

6. R6. Renault Clioenault Clio 213,487 -17.5

7. Opel/V7. Opel/Vauxhall Astrauxhall Astraa 213,462 -18.4

8. Nissan Qashqai8. Nissan Qashqai 185,943 1.0

9. R9. Renault Meganeenault Megane 175,695 -16.9

10. V10. VW PW Passatassat 175,305 -15.0

JATO Dynamics
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U.S. sales poised to profit
from Superstorm Sandy

How strong is the U.S. auto market?
Even Hurricane Sandy, the worst storm
to ever hit New York City, could only
partially dent its momentum.

October U.S. light vehicle sales rose 7
percent despite Sandy halting auto
purchasing the last three to five days of
the month along most of the Eastern
Seaboard. It was a massive, freak
storm: a late-season hurricane
reinforced by another storm system. It
hit the New Jersey coast south of New
York from an unusual angle that
maximized a storm surge of up to 4
meters and brought up to 30cm of
rain. The damage was huge: more than
100 deaths and power knocked out at
almost 7 million homes in 21 states
from Maine to Georgia and inland as
far as Michigan.

Even with thousands of dealerships
closed and consumers huddled in their
homes the final business days of
October, the 1.1 million units sold
nationally produced a seasonally
adjusted annual selling rate of 14.3
million.

October had started on a pace close to
September's 14.9 million, which was
the best month since early 2008, "until
people in the Northeast realized how
bad Sandy was going to be," said
analyst Jesse Toprak of TrueCar.com.
"On [Oct. 27] people stopped shopping
for cars and starting shopping for
bottled water and flashlights."

Jesse Snyder is senior writer at
Automotive News.

While New York's image is that of
skyscrapers, the most densely
populated area of North America is
built on a river delta, and the storm
washed away low-lying homes and
businesses and flooded port facilities.

The American habit of buying new
vehicles from dealer stock meant most
U.S. dealerships have hundreds of new
cars and trucks next to their stores.
Most dealerships near the coast had
moved new vehicles to more inland lots
before Sandy hit. Even so, thousands of
cars were destroyed by the storm.

While Sandy caused a lot of bad news,
the good news is that the new-car sales
washed from October's tally aren't lost,

just deferred. They'll return in
November or December.

Then there are the consumers and
businesses who need to replace storm-
damaged vehicles. National Automobile
Dealers Association analysts estimate
that could be up to 200,000 cars and
trucks, about a third of the total after
Hurricane Katrina that hit New Orleans
in 2006.

Dealers expect consumers will start to
show up with insurance settlement
checks on lost cars in the second half of
November. Not all of them will buy new
cars, but U.S. dealers bolstered their
used-vehicle operations the past four
years.

So Sandy will ultimately add to U.S.
auto sales volume in 2012 and a bit
into 2013.

But there's more to October than
Sandy. Despite the storm, European
brands captured a record 11.1 percent
of U.S. auto sales because of big gains
for Volkswagen Group of America,
which led all automakers with a 22
percent increase in October U.S. sales.
And BMW and Mercedes-Benz are
locked in a tight race to be America's
best-selling luxury brand. BMW won
last year, but Mercedes is ahead this
year so far, 215,603 units to 212,848.
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With Fields as COO, Mulally
sees Ford gaining momentum

Two days after Ford Motor Co. released
second-quarter earnings that showed
record North American profits, CEO
Alan Mulally and Executive Chairman
Bill Ford unveiled a series of changes in
the company's top management.

Mulally, 67, will stay on as CEO for at
least two more years, while Mark
Fields, 51, currently president of the
Americas, will became chief operating
officer on Dec. 1.

Ford appears to be cruising along
smoothly, but some problems persist.
Ford's scores on quality surveys
continue to suffer, largely because of its
troubled MyFord Touch system. And
recent vehicle launches have stumbled.
For example, the redesigned 2013 Ford
Escape already has been recalled twice.

Just days after the management
shuffle, Mulally met with Automotive
News Editor Jason Stein, Industry Editor
James B. Treece and Staff Reporter
Bradford Wernle.

YYou'rou're going to stay on at least a couplee going to stay on at least a couple
mormore ye yearears. What mors. What more do ye do you havou have toe to
accomplish?accomplish?

I'm really excited about further
implementing the One Ford plan.
Everybody's always asking, 'What's the
next plan or the next version?' It really
is that we are picking up more and
more momentum for implementing the
One Ford plan around the world. One
tremendous proof point is the progress
in North America. Following that is the
acceleration of implementing the One

Ford plan in Europe, and then the
tremendous progress that we're
making on supporting Asia Pacific.
We're profitable [in Asia Pacific] now.
This is a tremendous feat because
we're implementing all these new
facilities and all the new products, and
we're timing it such that we're able to
start to make money.

The other major newThe other major news ws was Mark Fas Mark Fieldsields
being named COO. Ybeing named COO. You said that you said that you'rou'ree
still going to sit in on the Thurstill going to sit in on the Thursdaysday
business plan rbusiness plan reveviewiews. How do ys. How do youou
make surmake sure that he doesn't fe that he doesn't feel thateel that
yyou'rou're in the re in the room looking ovoom looking over hiser his
shoulder?shoulder?

He's in charge of the day-to-day
operations. It's really very easy because
we've been doing this for six years,
sitting side by side, so I can't wait for
my first meeting where Mark leads the
meeting instead of me and I'm there
supporting him just like he has been
supporting me. The whole team is
there, there's nothing new; there's
nothing that's changed. We all know
the behaviors. Mark knows the
behaviors. Mark has run the meeting
when I haven't been there. I think it's
going to be quite, quite fun to be there
as another member of this team and
support him, plus it really allows me to
help even more on the long-term
direction of the company. There are so
many opportunities for us to serve even
more markets around the world.
What's our world plan going to be for
that? Where are we really going to go
with the technology road map going

Alan Mulally -- It's not like Mark [Fields]
has a different plan than Alan has. You
know, I'm really good help. If you want
to do something, I'm a good person to
ask to be on your team.

forward -- with alternate fuels and
electrification and hydrogen? Where
are we going to go with our production
footprint?

SwSwitching to qualityitching to quality, Consumer R, Consumer Reporeportsts
came out wcame out with an analyith an analysis of how Fsis of how Forordd
had fhad farared, and yed, and your scorour score we wasas
sursurprprisingly low evisingly low even afen after last yter last year'sear's
drdrop. What do yop. What do you need to do toou need to do to
imprimprovove those score those scores?es?

First of all, we were disappointed, but
we already knew the issues that were
being reported. The issues are mainly
associated with not so much Sync, but
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with MyFord Touch. The second one
was associated with the six-speed
transmissions. Both tremendous
technical innovations, and we're not
going to back off on technology the
customers really do want and value.
Even with the issues we had on MyFord
Touch, it's still a reason to buy and
people recommend buying Ford
because of it.

What wWhat would yould you do difou do difffererently if yently if youou
could do it ovcould do it over?er?

I'm not so sure that we would've done
anything significantly different except
for maybe the introduction of the initial
capability. Let me just give you one
example about that on MyFord Touch.
We knew that some customers liked
flat panels as an interface. Some of
them like consumer electronics' five-
position or six-position controllers.
Some of them like voice commands. At
the time when we started, we only had
like 100 voice commands. Today we
have 10,000 voice commands. In
hindsight, we probably would've
focused more on the voice activation
and maybe a little bit less on the touch
screen and then brought that
technology along a little slower. All
three of them are really important to
consumers, so I think continuing to
focus on them and continuously
improving them is the thing to do.

So, simplicity going fSo, simplicity going fororwwarard?d?

It's not so much just being simple but
intuitive. We didn't know the voice
commands were going to come along
so fast. This is a fantastic development,
and I think that absolutely is going to
be the centerpiece for interfacing with
your car going forward because you
keep your hands on the wheel and your
eyes on the road.

Does the center fDoes the center for electror electronics experonics expertisetise
rreside hereside here at Fe at Forord, or do yd, or do you brou bring thating that
in fin frrom Apple or Microm Apple or Microsofosoft ort or
whomevwhomever?er?

The expertise of the interface with the
driver is always Ford because we're the
ones who know how the vehicles are
operating. We know the vehicles, but
we use all of the fantastic technology
developers in that space, including
Apple and Microsoft and Google. We
work with everybody because what
we're really talking about is that the car
really is going to be the mobile
application of choice. Another neat
thing is what we have learned about
the cycle times for consumer electronics
versus the design of the automobile.
An automobile will be around for eight,
nine, 10, 12 years. The cycle time for
consumer electronics can be six months
to a year, so that's why you see us
moving very quickly to being able to
take your car in and have it flashed and
updated with the speed of consumer
electronics. I think that's absolutely a
trend for the future. We want to move
to the place where you have this
enduring relationship with your Ford
store just like your Apple store. You go
in, you get the latest upgrades on the
technology and off you go. You see
what's coming, and you can decide
which features you want.

ArAre ye you implyou implying that if people owing that if people own an a
car fcar four your yearears, they ws, they would come in atould come in at
twtwo yo yearears and choose upgrs and choose upgrades fades frrom aom a
menu of options?menu of options?

I think they'll be coming in every six
months to a year. You'll do just like you
do with your laptops and your PCs.
You'll just get upgrades to your car, and
the car is a mobile application.

That makes yThat makes your rour retail netwetail network crork critical initical in
this piece, rthis piece, right? Does that mean theight? Does that mean the

trtraining of that netwaining of that network has to rork has to ramp upamp up
as was well?ell?

Absolutely. We talk about enhancing
the customer experience at the Ford
store because it's not just a transaction
or a one-time buying of a car. We're
seeing more service because now you
really do want to go to the Ford store.
You have this ongoing relationship of
continuously increasing the capability
of your vehicle. I think that's going to
be a really big part of it. The people
who do that really well are going to
take customer loyalty to another level
of performance.

One of the new things in the ConsumerOne of the new things in the Consumer
RReporeports issue this time wts issue this time was that some ofas that some of
the launches havthe launches have been bumpye been bumpy..

Some of them have, yes.

What's going wWhat's going wrrong?ong?

We are ramping up production, and we
are introducing more new models than
Ford ever has, and that's a lot of work.
The fundamental reason is [that] we
took down the supply base during the
recession to get it right-sized in
addition to Ford. So we're bringing the
entire supply base back up with more
new vehicles than we ever had, and we
ran into some issues on being able to
do that. We know what the issues are,
and we'll continue to improve not only
the launch process but also the product
development. We sometimes pinch
ourselves. This is so incredibly exciting
because we remember all those years
when Ford was going down and losing
market share. We have turned that
corner and we are growing now. It has
been a long time since we have done
that, so we were exercising a lot of
new muscles and then accelerating the
development of these new products.
This is fun!
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Automakers are sticking to plans
for 2014-16 fuel cell rollouts

AlyAlysha Wsha Webbebb

LOS ANGELES -- Toyota recently said it was scaling back
production plans for an electric minicar because the
technology didn't meet customers' needs. But the automaker
still plans to offer another kind of electric vehicle to
consumers -- a hydrogen fuel cell car.

"We are still full speed ahead," says Craig Scott, manager of
the advanced technologies group at Toyota Motor Sales
U.S.A. "We announced 2015" as the launch date, he said,
"and we are sticking to that. We don't anticipate any
delays."

Automakers may be ambivalent about some EV technology,
but they have steadfastly supported hydrogen fuel cell
vehicle development. Honda, General Motors, Daimler and
Hyundai also plan to launch fuel cell models in 2014-16. The
technology is ready, they say. Lack of a fueling infrastructure
is the biggest hurdle to success.

"We still don't have that starting point infrastructure we
would need to see for fuel cell introduction," says Charlie
Freese, GM executive director of global fuel cell activities.

GM has funded fuel cell vehicle development for more than a
decade and says fuel cell vehicles are almost ready for
commercialization. But Freese doesn't see a long-term plan
to build a large network of fueling stations. Without that,
committing to volume production is tough.

"The issue is going to be, you can't pull back on
infrastructure when you turn the production switch on," he
said.

California plans to build at least a limited hydrogen fueling
infrastructure -- if the funding is there.

In July, the California Fuel Cell Partnership, a collaboration of
automakers, energy provi-ders, government organizations
and fuel cell technology companies, released "A California
Road Map: Bringing Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles to
the Golden State."

A group in California says 68 hydrogen stations are needed
to get its fuel cell vehicle market rolling.

It puts at 68 the number of hydrogen stations needed to get
the fuel cell vehicle market rolling in California. The report
says those stations should be operating by 2016 in five
communities where early adopters are likely to live.

"That's enough to make automakers feel comfortable selling
the cars," says Tim Brown, technology manager of the
Sustainable Transportation Department at the University of
California at Irvine's Advanced Power and Energy Program.
Brown and his team are the architects of the "Road Map."

The cars are ready, he says.

"We are now at the point where if something doesn't
happen in 2015 it rests wholly on the shoulders of
infrastructure," Brown says.

The stations will cost an estimated $65 million to build, the
report says. But funding is uncertain. It may come from a
California law that allocates $100 million each year to fund
clean vehicle and equipment projects.

A proposed California regulation called the Clean Fuels
Outlet may force fuel producers to build hydrogen stations
when there are 20,000 fuel cell cars on the road in
California.
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Catherine Dunwoody, executive director of the California
Fuel Cell Partnership, admits it is hard to know how fast the
fuel cell vehicle market will grow.

"We don't know how many cars people are going to buy, so
the automakers don't like to give estimates because it really
depends on the market," she says.

The number of fuel cell vehicles on the road today is
negligible.

A study by the California Energy Commission forecasts
53,000 fuel cell vehicles in California by 2017. Pike Research
forecasts around 54,000 fuel cell vehicles in all of North
America by 2020. That assumes a compounded annual
growth rate of 41 percent from 2015 to 2020, says Lisa
Jerram, a senior research analyst at Pike. The technology is
mature, she says, but "the automakers are still testing what
will be their first generation commercial models."

Honda is gaining confidence that the fueling infrastructure
will be there when it launches a new version of its Clarity fuel
cell vehicle in 2015, says Steve Ellis, manager of fuel cell

marketing at American Honda Motor Co. Launched in 2008,
the Clarity was one of the first commercial fuel cell vehicles.
Only about two dozen are leased to consumers today. A
lessee must live close to a hydrogen station.

"We know what we can do on the vehicle side," Ellis says.
"We need certainty on what will happen on the refueling
infrastructure side."

That doesn't make fuel cell vehicles less appealing in the long
term. GM's Freese says: "Your 300 miles or more of range on
a single fill with a refill time of three minutes or less" meets
consumer demands for a convenient emission-free vehicle.
And unlike battery-powered EVs, fuel cell technology can be
adapted to any size vehicle without a loss of efficiency.

Those features give fuel cell vehicles an edge over battery-
powered EVs, which are expensive and still not practical, says
Toyota's Scott. With fuel cells, "there is no compromise from
a gas car. From a practical point of view, it makes all the
sense in the world."
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Mazda's move: Upscale

Hans GrHans Greimeleimel

TOKYO -- Having languished for
decades in a crowded field of mass-
market nameplates, Mazda will
reposition itself as a more premium
brand, Mazda Motor Corp. CEO
Takashi Yamanouchi said.

"The question is: In the global market,
what is the significance of a player with
a mere 2 percent?" Yamanouchi told
Automotive News last week. "It's
something we frequently discuss
internally. We came to the conclusion
that if we make ordinary cars for the
mass market, there is no reason for us
to exist."

Yamanouchi, a soft-spoken former
purchasing executive, wants to boost
sales in Mazda's biggest, most
important market by 43 percent to
more than 400,000 U.S. units by the
fiscal year that ends March 31, 2016.
To get to that record level, Mazda will
launch a flood of products over the
next few years using an upscale brand
image.

Internally, Mazda is calling its brand
shift "Japan premium." That term will
not be used in marketing.

But the strategy is to leverage Mazda's
new technologies and styling to lift the
company above its Japanese rivals and
other mass-market brands.

Some Mazda insiders see the move as
the only way Mazda -- a tiny, financially
strapped brand with global sales of just
1.3 million units -- can survive.

Yamanouchi is adding capacity

The third-generation Mazda6 mid-sized
sedan, which hits U.S. showrooms in
January, will lead the upswing in sales
and brand identity.

At the car's launch in Japan last week,
Hirotaka Kanazawa, Mazda's global
randd chief, used the term "Japan
premium" for its brand positioning,
comparing it with German luxury
marques.

Mazda's products, exemplified by the
redesigned Mazda6, will be packed
with cutting-edge environmental and
safety technologies and upscale interior
materials.

The company's new lineup of Skyactiv
technologies will underpin the shift.
They encompass a range of chassis,

platform and drivetrain systems that
save fuel and boost performance.

The Mazda CX-5 compact crossover,
which was launched in the United
States in the spring, was the first
vehicle completely remade using the
Skyactiv blueprint. Next comes the
Mazda6. By 2016, 80 percent of
Mazda's lineup will employ the suite of
Skyactiv features.

Mazda is betting the technologies will
not only set it apart but enable it to
charge more and protect residual
values.

"This is a first step in going toward
premium," Yamanouchi said. "It's
about being a brand that has a strong
bond with the customer."

Mazda also will stress a few key
elements of its new lineup, including:

• Mazda's new kodo design language,
which debuted in the CX-5 crossover.
In Japanese, kodo means "soul of
motion."

• More attention to customer service
at dealerships.

• Active safety systems such as
precrash warning technologies.

• Diesel drivetrains that are clean and
powerful.

• Minimized incentives and maximized
residual values.

"That's how we aim to be like a
premium," Yamanouchi said. "Broadly
speaking, it is not to rely on discounts
but to have consumers appreciate the
value of the product."
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Kanazawa said: "With each and every
feature and function, we want
customers to experience" something
"that is well-designed and easy to
use."

Mazda is banking on a bevy of
products, including redesigns of the
CX-9 crossover and Mazda3 sedan.
Also coming is a new roadster jointly
developed with Alfa Romeo to replace
the MX-5 Miata.

The emphasis is on North American
production and U.S. sales. A year ago,
Yamanouchi said Mazda was looking at
reducing the 400,000 target for fiscal
2016. He has since revised his target
upward.

"At least 400,000 units," Yamanouchi
said of the new U.S. sales goal. "It's a
significant jump from current levels."

Mazda is forecasting 280,000 units for
the current fiscal year that ends March
31. U.S. sales climbed 9 percent to
228,104 units through October, but the
market rose 14 percent.

A $500 million factory in Mexico will
start producing vehicles in early 2014
and will ensure that Mazda has plenty
of local capacity to support the increase
without being hit by the exchange rate
losses it faces from importing cars from
Japan. The plant's capacity, for 140,000
Mazda2 small cars and Mazda3s, will
be on top of what is already coming
out of Japan -- not a substitute for it,
Yamanouchi said.

"In the near future, I think we can
make an announcement that increases
the capacity of that plant even further,"
he said.

Brand appeal is critical to the successful
repositioning.

Yamanouchi points to Mazda's ranking
in Consumer Reports' predicted-
reliability study as one sign that the
brand's value is making a difference
with consumers. For the second
straight year, it ranked No. 4 of 28
brands -- this time behind Scion, Toyota
and Lexus.

Mazda wants dealers to up their game
for a share of the spoils.

Despite the predicted 43 percent boom
in U.S. sales, Mazda doesn't want more
U.S. dealers. The goal: Fatten existing
dealers' earnings so they will invest
more in their stores.

Said Yamanouchi: "We don't intend to
increase the number of stores."
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Can car plastic be artful?
Yes, says Klaus Busse, who helped revive Chrysler interiors after the Germans left

LLararrry Py P. V. Vellequetteellequette

In any roomful of Detroit auto executives, the man most
responsible for the dramatic interior improvements of
Chrysler Group's vehicles stands out dramatically.

Klaus Busse is tall and lanky with giant hands and an
outsized smile. His standard attire is a light-gray windbreaker
worn over a faded T-shirt and jeans. The 43-year-old's spiky
hair and soul patch -- the small square of brown whiskers
between his lower lip and pointed chin -- are as distinctive to
his outsized persona as is his still-strong German accent.

But the attribute that makes Chrysler's head of interior
design really stand out is that he chose to stay in Detroit for a
trip through bankruptcy hell so he could help with the
automaker's resurrection.

A designer and top manager for former Chrysler owner
Daimler AG, Busse volunteered to come to Chrysler in 2005
with his wife, Anja, and young sons, Paul and Oskar, for a
two-year stint under an executive exchange program.

When his countrymen washed their hands of Daimler's
Chrysler experiment in 2007 and sold it to Cerberus Capital
Management, Busse chose to stay in Detroit.

"It wasn't Chrysler that gave up on Mercedes," says Busse,
who started his career in Stuttgart with a pair of Daimler
internships. "It was Mercedes that gave up on Chrysler."

Busse became a proud ex-pat, happier with the outsized
contribution he makes here than with the promise of career
security in Germany.

"If I had gone back to Mercedes, I could have probably
contributed to Mercedes picking up another 2 percent
improvement in their interiors, or something like that," Busse
says. "But I felt like I just had put in three years of my life
here at Chrysler, and worked on all this new product and I
wanted to see it come to market. I wanted to be part of this
underdog turnaround."

Chrysler interior design chief Klaus Busse chose to stay with
Chrysler in Detroit. Says Busse 'I wanted to be part of this
underdog turnaround.'

Busse says his interior design team's close-up view of
Chrysler's near-death in 2009 and subsequent revival now
inspires them to push every design envelope, taking no
component for granted.

"It creates a work environment where you just hunker
down," Busse explained this month after showing off the
luxurious leather interior of the 2013 SRT Viper. "It creates
this special team spirit because everyone wants you to fail,
and you're clearly marked as the underdog -- maybe worse
than the underdog -- and you think: 'You know what? We're
going to show you.'"

Chrysler has ticked off 31 consecutive months of year-over-
year sales gains with a lineup that looks little changed from
early 2009, at least on paper. For Chrysler and its dealers, the
biggest differences between its lineups in 2009 and today
come down to two upgrades: improved quality and vastly
improved interiors.

The company's initial warranty claims have dropped by 60
percent since 2007. And Truecar.com analyst Jesse Toprak
says upgraded Chrysler Group interiors are driving higher
sales.
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"If you look at Chrysler's interiors prior to their latest models,
they lagged virtually every automaker, including the other
domestics," Toprak says. But improved designs and upgraded
materials "have not only brought more domestic conquests
but also some import buyers that used to never give Chrysler
a chance."

Chrysler's improved quality has many parents: a better
trained work force, better supplier relations and a sound
financial footing. But the company's single-minded focus to
improve the cabins of its vehicles came primarily from design
chief Ralph Gilles and Busse, his chief interior lieutenant,
when the two men were working on what would become
the highly regarded re-engineer of the 2009 Dodge Ram.

"Ralph wanted to change interiors, and he wanted to
change it on the pickup truck," Busse says. Chrysler had just
been stung by a Wall Street Journal review of the 2008
Chrysler Sebring that called the car "a veritable chalice of
wretchedness ... all cast in plastic worthy of a Chinese water
pistol."

Top executives, including former Chrysler CEO Tom LaSorda,
endorsed Gilles' radical plan to have a design team that
specialized solely on interiors. Most automakers have
multiple design teams, many of which view exteriors as the
ultimate creative expression and interiors as leftover work.

Gilles turned to the lanky German -- whom he called "one of
the best designers in the world" -- to lead the effort, even as
the old Chrysler grew sicker every day in 2008 and early
2009. Busse kept the interiors job even as Cerberus took
Chrysler into bankruptcy in April 2009 and new owner Fiat
S.p.A. came onto the scene two months later in June.

Interior art

Busse and his hand-picked team started with the Ram 1500
and moved on to the Jeep Grand Cherokee and Dodge
Durango, focusing first on what drivers touch the most.

"We had to beef up the steering wheel to make it bigger
and wrap it in fine leather. It's the one piece that you hold all
the time, so that's where we spend our money," Busse says,
his long fingers wrapping around an imaginary circle in front

of his chest. "The instrument cluster's very important to us,
too, because that's where we show that we're an American
brand. And the materials have really been upgraded -- the
really fine leathers, the open-grained wood."

The plastic is still there, Busse says. The difference is that now
Chrysler's designers pour effort into every component, even
a small black mat in the Viper's center stack.

"Plastic is plastic, and it's the same price if I put in a design
or I just make it flat. And you'll see with the cars that are
about to come out, you'll see the attention to detail even in
the plastic," Busse says.

The Viper's mat contains a molded image of the Laguna Seca
racetrack, a Mecca for Viper owners, which cost Chrysler the
same as if the mat was plain.

"One thing is just a flat black piece of plastic; one is a work
of art," Busse says. "That's the interiors team that I'm happy
to be the face of, the team that comes up with ideas and
says, 'You know, we can do better.'"

Attitude check

The attitude that allows designers to mold a famous raceway
into a storage bin or to hide a tiny military vehicle in the tint
strip of a Jeep's windshield comes from the freedom of past
failures, Busse explains.

His interiors team "has the confidence to go after things that
we wouldn't have done before," he says. Their 80-hour
workweeks in 2009 and 2010 for Chrysler Group's
freshening of 16 models "was all about materials, and now
we're able to start having more fun with these designs."

The hardest thing now is maintaining the culture that
sprouted as Daimler and Cerberus and even bankruptcy gave
way to current corporate parent Fiat S.p.A.

"A lot of my energy, and Ralph's, too, goes into making sure
that the culture that we created in those dark days, that we
don't lose that," Busse says. "The worst thing that could
happen is a person gets cocky and arrogant. It's our job and
my job to make sure no one forgets what we've gone
through, and stay humble."
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Despite the risks, Ford
cranks up mpg claims

BrBradfadforord Wd Werernlenle

SAN FRANCISCO -- With three new
hybrid vehicles on the market and two
more on the way, Ford Motor Co. is
getting bolder about claiming fuel
economy superiority over rival Toyota
Motor Corp. -- despite the risks that
entails.

"Ford has eight products that deliver
40 mpg or more. We can beat Toyota
in every segment where they
compete," C.J. O'Donnell, Ford
marketing manager for electrified
vehicles, said here at the launch of the
C-Max Energi plug-in hybrid. "We're
not going to be shy about pointing out
those advantages to customers."

But O'Donnell knows that touting fuel
economy can be risky. Hyundai Motor
America and Kia Motors, which
aggressively advertised 40 mpg plus
figures, have admitted overstating fuel
economy claims for 900,000 vehicles
sold in the 2011-13 model years.

"I think it's certainly going to bring a
lot of scrutiny to everyone," O'Donnell
said. He admitted, moreover, that Ford
cannot guarantee that every owner of a
Ford vehicle will get the advertised fuel
economy. Equaling the EPA mileage
figures on the window sticker "has a

lot to do with how you drive the
vehicle," he said.

Where carmakers once bragged about
horsepower, fuel economy is the new
currency in the automotive marketing
game. Hyundai and Kia are casualties
of that game.

"Whereas Hyundai may have said they
were leaders the past several years,
now that their numbers have dropped,
other companies can step up and say,
'We're the best in this segment,'
provided their numbers have been
verified by the EPA," said Mike
Omotoso, powertrain analyst for LMC
Automotive. "Because of what
happened to Hyundai and Kia,
everybody else is going to be extremely
careful before going public with their
numbers."

But Ford has not backed off. A series of
playful new ads for the C-Max hybrid
family compares those vehicles' EPA
figures with those of the Toyota Prius.

For the 2013 C-Max Energi, Ford touts
advantages over the 2013 Prius Plug-in:

• Combined gasoline engine and
electric motor output of 188 hp vs.
134 hp.

• EPA-rated mpg-e of 100 vs. 95.
• Range of 620 miles vs. 540.

• Base price, including shipping and
after a federal tax credit, of $29,995
vs. $30,260.

Toyota is not Ford's only fuel economy
rival. Honda Motor Co., for instance,
also boasts several nameplates with
impressive mileage numbers. But the
Prius outsells all other hybrids
combined, and Toyota has a reputation
among consumers for outstanding fuel
economy.

Under the marketing leadership of
former Toyota-Lexus-Scion executive
Jim Farley, who came to Ford in 2007,
Ford marketers have become
increasingly aggressive in claiming fuel
economy superiority.

Toyota declined to comment. But
outsiders don't expect it to stand still.

Said David Sullivan, an analyst for
AutoPacific: "If you think they're going
to give up what they've done with the
Prius in the last 10 years, you're wrong.
I would imagine the next-generation
Prius will be just as monumental as the
original in terms of groundbreaking
technology. Prius is definitely an older
product and it's easy to pick on."

The next-generation Prius is due in the
spring of 2014.
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Turning over a new Leaf

Nissan is counting on the re-engineered Leaf to pump up sales and restore market buzz. (Photo: Reuters)

Hans GrHans Greimeleimel

TOKYO -- The re-engineered Nissan Leaf electric sedan
delivers a longer driving range, better driving dynamics, new
styling and an entry-level sticker that's $5,100 lower than its
predecessor's.

Nissan Motor Co.'s overhauled EV went on sale in Japan on
Tuesday, Nov. 20, with a no-frills level added below the two
trim packages currently offered. All levels got a host of
enhancements.

Nissan executives declined to detail the new Leaf's overseas
sales schedule. But a person familiar with the plan earlier told

Automotive News that the updated EV, to be made at
Nissan's Smyrna, Tenn., plant, will reach U.S. showrooms as a
2013 model.

The new Leaf's rollout comes less than two years after the
EV's global sales debut in December 2010. Nissan, aiming to
be a leader in EV technology, is banking on the revamp to
bolster disappointing sales and restore market buzz.

Nissan has sold 43,000 Leafs worldwide since its 2010
launch, but U.S. sales were down 16 percent to 6,791
vehicles through October. The car's lofty sticker price, a
factor of its expensive lithium ion battery, is one turnoff to
buyers.
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"We listened to the voices of the customers to integrate their
suggestions in these improvements," Hidetoshi Kadota, the
Leaf's chief engineer, said at the re-engineered car's Tokyo
introduction.

In Japan, the Leaf now gets three trim levels, with an entry
model added at the bottom, priced at andyen;3,349,500, or
about $41,224.

That is down from a starting price of $46,329 for the least-
expensive previous version. That package was carried over as
the midtrim option, but Nissan lowered its price slightly to
$46,251.

Nissan increased the price of the top trim package to
$50,878, from $49,973.

Nissan lowered the price of the entry-level model by stripping
out content, including the LED headlamps and the navigation
system.

Other improvements were made across all trim levels. Among
them:

• Full-charge driving range was increased 14 percent.
• Electric powertrain units were integrated to save space.
• Vehicle weight was lightened by 176 pounds.
• A new motor boosts 0-to-60 mph acceleration by 3

percent.

The driving range, a key limitation of battery-powered cars,
improved to 142 miles under Japan's testing regimen, which
does not require the air conditioner to be on.

The previous Leaf had a 124-mile range.

Nissan eked out extra miles largely through weight
reductions and other power-saving tricks inside the cabin.

Engineers moved the onboard charger from the rear of the
car and integrated it in the front with the DC-DC converter
and junction box to save space and lose 66 pounds.

They also changed the structure and materials of the battery
module cases. That shed another 44 pounds.

The car also gets a new, more efficient electric motor and
regenerative brakes that can recapture energy to recharge
the battery even when braking at speeds as low as 2 mph.

A new aluminum roof lining helps insulate the cabin to
maintain a constant temperature without straining the air
conditioner or heater. A new heat pump improves heating
efficiency, but that comes standard only on the two upper
trim levels.

The addition of a state-of-charge meter for the battery came
in response to complaints that the current Leaf doesn't have
one. The old system gave drivers an estimate of how far they
could keep traveling with the life left in their battery, but not
a readout of how much electricity they had left.

Nissan also improved styling and comfort. Among the
tweaks:

• Optional leather seats and black interior.
• Three additional exterior colors, two white variants and

dark metal gray.
• Standard lights at the charging ports.
• A smaller, lighter plug-in charger.
• A more sophisticated charging port lock.
• Ratchet level seat lifters, now standard on all trim levels.
• An increase in rear luggage space.
• 17-inch wheels, now offered as options on the two upper

trim levels. It was unclear which of these improvements
and options might be offered overseas. But executives said
they will adjust the offerings to local needs.
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Mitsubishi outlines its comeback plan

Hans GrHans Greimeleimel

TOKYO -- Mitsubishi Motors Corp. has had a dismal year.

Its U.S. lineup dropped four mainstay vehicles, U.S. sales have
plunged 29 percent, market share has shriveled to 0.4
percent from 0.7 percent and it is tied with Fiat for the
industry's most unsold inventory at a 133-day supply as of
Nov. 1.

Moreover, its i electric vehicle, envisioned as a halo car to
tout Mitsubishi's advanced technology, is a flop.

But President Osamu Masuko isn't discouraged. He has a
U.S. comeback plan that aims to boost sales 45 percent to
80,000 units in the next fiscal year, from a projected 55,000
in the one ending March 31.

Masuko wants to pump up Mitsubishi's eviscerated lineup
with two new vehicles next year and a third in 2014, and
ramp up local production.

He has appointed a new North American boss and is
targeting annual sales of 100,000 as early as 2014. Above
all, Masuko says, Mitsubishi has no plans to follow fellow
Japanese niche player Suzuki Motor Corp. in exiting U.S.
auto sales.

"We have no intention whatsoever of withdrawing from the
U.S. market," Masuko told Automotive News. "The U.S.
market is a very important market."

The first step to rekindling growth is building the lineup.

Mitsubishi will start selling the redesigned Outlander
crossover in the United States in July and begin importing the
Mirage small car from Thailand in September, Masuko said.
The plug-in hybrid version of the Outlander crossover will go
on sale in the United States in January 2014, he said.

"What we have to do is to provide these dealers with
attractive products," he said. "If you don't provide dealers
attractive products, they are not going to invest in their
dealerships."

The redesigned Outlander crossover already is on sale in
Japan and will arrive in the United States in July. (HANS
GREIMEL)

Masuko's comments were Mitsubishi's first confirmation that
the pint-sized Mirage hatchback would make it stateside.
Masuko said the company had delayed a decision because
brisk demand was causing supply constraints at its Thailand
plant.

The plant is running "at full capacity of 150,000 units. And
even at that level, it's not keeping up with orders," Masuko
said. "So in mid next year, we are going to increase the
capacity of the Thailand plant from 150,000 vehicles to
200,000 units."

Mitsubishi also plans to boost production at its Normal, Ill.,
plant that makes about 50,000 Outlander Sport small
crossovers a year.

Masuko intends to increase output to 70,000 units next year,
with production supporting increased exports to markets
such as Russia, Latin America and the Middle East. "This was
a very big decision for us," Masuko said. "We're going to
have an export base in the United States."

Mitsubishi's U.S. sales fell 29 percent to 50,103 through
October. Among Japanese brands, only Suzuki sold fewer.

Mitsubishi's U.S. sales slide follows the discontinuation of
four main vehicles: the Eclipse coupe, Eclipse Spyder
convertible, Galant sedan and Endeavor crossover.
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To lead the rebound, Masuko last month named Gayu Uesugi
chairman of Mitsubishi Motors North America.

The move was part of a new strategy to dedicate a board
member to each of three critical regions where Mitsubishi
aims to boost its business, Masuko said. The other regions,
China and Japan, were assigned board members as lead
troubleshooters.

Uesugi will give up his duties as head of product
development, research and cost control to focus exclusively
on North America, Masuko said. He will likely be based in
Illinois to be close to Mitsubishi's factory.

Masuko also said the upcoming Mirage will get an electric
vehicle variant. But that car is unlikely to make it to the
United States, where the i has sold only 469 units through
October, compared with earlier projections for 20,000 a year.

Mitsubishi has no plans for an EV successor to the i and will
likely shift its focus toward plug-in and traditional hybrids.

"Rather than EVs," Masuko said, "we have greater
expectations for plug-ins in the United States."
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Honda CEO is laying the groundwork
for North American growth

TOKYO -- Honda Motor Co. President
Takanobu Ito is prepping his company
for growth.andnbsp; He wants to boost
North American sales 18 percent to 2
million vehicles in the fiscal year ending
March 31, 2017.

A redesigned Honda Fit small car and
new derivatives will account for the
biggest increase in U.S. sales. But Ito,
59, says the Acura luxury brand also
will rebound. New powertrains,
including new hybrid technologies, will
support the company's growth plans.

Ito, speaking through an interpreter,
discussed his plans with Automotive
News Asia Editor Hans Greimel.

What is yWhat is your outlook four outlook for the U.S. marketor the U.S. market
this ythis year?ear?

Earlier, we mentioned a number of
14.3 million units. But so far, we seem
to be running ahead of that. We
consider the United States and North
American market a very solid market.

WherWhere do ye do you expect Honda's Norou expect Honda's Northth
AmerAmerican sales to be in 2016?ican sales to be in 2016?

American Honda is planning sales of
Honda and Acura combined of 1.47
million units this calendar year. We
have a sales target of 6 million units in
2016. Out of that number, I'd like to
see 2 million sales made in North
America.

WWill Honda need to add capacity?ill Honda need to add capacity?

It could be a further capacity expansion
in Mexico. Or we might have to expand
production capacity at other sites in

North America, be it Alabama, Indiana,
Ohio or Canada. What I can say for
sure is that adding production of the Fit
and Fit variations in Mexico is an
important step in closing the difference
between today's 1.47 million and the
2.0 million goal.

How many of the 200,000 FHow many of the 200,000 Fits to beits to be
made in Mexico wmade in Mexico will go to the Unitedill go to the United
States?States?

A vast majority would go to the United
States. We are convinced if we take this
Fit series to the United States they will
sell.

The FThe Fit is a key car fit is a key car for yor your grour growowthth
strstrategyategy. Why do y. Why do you havou have such highe such high
expectations fexpectations for its sales in the next for its sales in the next fourour
yyearears?s?

People in the United States, generally
speaking, tend to like larger cars. But
when you consider the CAFE
regulations coming into effect,
competitiveness will naturally shift
toward relatively smaller cars.

And crude oil prices, as a general trend,
will increase as well. So even in the
United States, the trend will definitely
emerge that people prefer cars with
better fuel efficiency.

So far, because the Fit we're selling is
brought in from Japan, we have had
the disadvantage of the exchange rate.
However, we won't have that anymore.

We will be able to provide an even
more advanced package and further
fuel economy enhancement without

Takanobu Ito -- I would like to have the
next-generation U.S. Accord developed
in the United States.

the exchange-rate disadvantage. So I
believe it is going to sell very well.

In addition to that, we are going to
start production of its variations at the
same time. So the Fit series will
definitely become a very strong product
range.

What arWhat are the main impre the main improvovements yements youou
wwant fant frrom the next-generom the next-generation one-ation one-
motor hybrmotor hybrid syid system that debuts on thestem that debuts on the
rredesigned Fedesigned Fit?it?

In addition to better fuel efficiency, we
want really light-footed driving
performance. Enhancement of both is
the main objective. To achieve that, we
completely redid the current integrated
motor assist system -- not just the
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motor. We completely revamped the
transmission and the engine. The
battery has gone through a major
advancement.

WWill yill you use the new hybrou use the new hybrid syid system instem in
the Civthe Civic?ic?

The Civic is in between the Fit and
Accord, so we are still wondering about
that. If we install the system from the
larger cars [in the Civic], it's going to
provide tremendous fuel efficiency. But
if you think about value for money, it
could be excessive.

I'm sure the new system from the Fit
could be used for the Civic because it
will have excellent performance.

But it will not perform as well as the
performance it gives to the Fit. But I
think that for the U.S. market, hybrid is
really the technology of the future.

In the fIn the futuruture, we, will yill you purou pursue morsue moree
stand-alone hybrstand-alone hybrid models or rid models or rely mostlyely mostly
on hybron hybrid vid varariants of existing models?iants of existing models?

The basic direction is to provide a
hybrid among the variants. The times
have changed from the era when
people saw hybrids as something rare
and special. I'm not saying we've given
up on that road. But when we want to
sell to the masses, our strategy is to
add a hybrid type to an existing model.

ArAre ye you planning a next-generou planning a next-generationation
hybrhybrid-only Insight?id-only Insight?

We don't want to just let it die out. We
want to continue to give Insight some
kind of symbolic meaning.

I can't promise it, but we want to
continue to at least take care of the

product name Insight. But if the timing
is right and the technology comes
together and converges into a product,
that's when the name Insight is a good
name.

What new invWhat new investments arestments are needed fe needed foror
the United States to take the lead inthe United States to take the lead in
AccorAccord devd development?elopment?

Our randd facilities in the United States
have sufficient equipment. They have
sufficient manpower.

If you are talking about conventional
gasoline-based internal combustion
engines, transmissions and platforms,
then all of those activities can be done
in the United States already.

If we want to do the next generation
Accord in the United States, by then we
would expect that the hybrid
penetration rate will have increased. So
we would have to add a facility related
to hybrid technology.

We need to have facilities to measure
deterioration in battery performance.

That kind of expertise is really
concentrated in Japan currently. So we
need to take that know-how and the
facilities to the United States.

What arWhat are ye your plans to boost Acurour plans to boost Acura?a?

I think that's a brand where we need to
improve the product attractiveness on a
continual basis. Americans really have a
keen eye for evaluating cars. They are
connoisseurs. It's a question of how
consistently and how much we have
continually been emphasizing and
communicating the value of the Acura
brand.

How do yHow do you plan to improu plan to improvove thee the
communication?communication?

We have plans to reinforce the product
lineup for Acura. First off, we're
coming out with the NSX. It's full of
advanced technologies that will really
allow people to enjoy driving,
technologies they have never
experienced before.

Then we will have the RLX. It won't just
be a hybrid. It will have new handling
mechanisms. The current RL is a great
driving sedan. But the new one is
undergoing a major evolution.

Why did Honda continue wWhy did Honda continue with plans toith plans to
open its new Yopen its new Yororii assembly plant inii assembly plant in
Japan next yJapan next year when mostear when most
manufmanufacturacturerers ars are tre trimming capacity atimming capacity at
home?home?

For Honda to ensure its growth
globally, Honda needs to have
substantial sales in Japan that really
show its presence here.

Also, the technology that goes into the
manufacturing in Japan has to be the
latest, most state-of-the-art. Our
Sayama plant has been there many,
many years. It has gone through
renovations and improvements one
after the other.

But it's gotten to a stage where it's
difficult to make modifications that can
deliver a big advancement.

That's why we've decided to build the
Yorii plant. It will have the most
advanced manufacturing technology.
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GM microvan JV launches
no-frills car output

SHANGHAI -- General Motors'
microvan joint venture in China has
opened a plant to produce its Baojun
sedan, part of its effort to expand into
China's entry-level and no-frills
passenger-car market.

The 8 billion yuan ($1.3 billion) plant is
in Liuzhou in southwest China's
Guangxi province. Liuzhou is
headquarters for the joint venture,
SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile Co.

The plant will build as many as 400,000
vehicles a year, GM China said in a
statement.

When the plant opened on Nov. 18, a
mid-sized sedan version of the Baojun
630 sedan rolled off the production
line.

SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile, a
50.1-44-5.9 joint venture among SAIC,
GM and the Liuzhou government, is
China's largest microvan maker. Last
year it entered the Chinese car market
with its first car, the Baojun 630
compact sedan.

This year, the partnership started selling
the rebadged Chevrolet Spark minicar
under its own Le Chi brand.

The Baojun 630 and the Le Chi
previously were built in the plants that
produced SAIC-GM-Wuling
Automobile's microvans.

In the first nine months of this year,
SAIC-GM-Wuling Automobile sold
130,524 microvans and 55,807 Baojun

The Baojun 630 rolled off the
production line of SGMW's passenger
vehicle plant.

630 sedans. Sales of the Le Chi minicar
were unavailable.

In the first nine months of this year,
SGMW sold 130,524 microvans and
55,807 Baojun 630 sedans. Sales of the
Le Chi micro car are not available.
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China's SAIC introduces its first electric car

SAIC Motor Corp. launched sales of its
first electric car, the Roewe E50 small
car, in Shanghai last week.

The vehicle was built on a new
platform developed by SAIC's randd
team, the state-owned Chinese
automaker said.

It is 3,659 mm long, 1,551 mm wide
and 1,540 mm tall, with a wheelbase
of 2,305 mm.

Powered by iron-phosphate batteries,
the car has a maximum speed of 130
km per hour and a range of 180 km on
a full charge.

The car carries a price tag of 234,900
yuan ($37,590) before subsidies. The
central Chinese government offers
incentives up to 60,000 yuan for
electric car buyers in Shanghai and four
other cities.

According to local media reports,
Shanghai's municipal government plans
to offer an additional 40,000-yuan
subsidy to local EV buyers.

The Roewe E50 is the second
alternative energy vehicle SAIC has
launched. Last year, the company
started selling a hybrid version of its
Roewe 750 mid-sized sedan.

SAIC's Roewe E50 electric car

SAIC has passenger vehicle joint
ventures with General Motors and
Volkswagen AG. It also builds cars
under its Roewe and MG brands as well
as commercial vehicles under its Maxus
brand.
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Sino-Japanese tension likely to force
Japan's automakers to cut China output

SHANGHAI -- Japanese carmakers will
have to cut production in China
through 2014 if China and Japan
cannot resolve their dispute over the
ownership of a group of islands in the
East China Sea, predicted IHS
Automotive, a market research
company.

"In 2013 we'll see Japanese
automakers further cutting production
with lost production likely to hit
350,000 units in 2013 and 300,000
units in 2014," IHS Automotive said in
a statement.

Due to the territorial dispute, anti-
Japanese protests erupted in more than
100 Chinese cities in September. With

anti-Japanese sentiment running high,
Chinese car buyers have continued
avoiding Japanese brands this year.

Combined sales of Japanese brands in
China dropped more than 40 percent
the past two consecutive months.

IHS predicted that lost sales caused by
Sino-Japanese tensions could force
Japanese automakers to cut vehicle
output in China by 346,800 units in
2012.

Toyota reduced September production
in China 42 percent from a year earlier,
the steepest decline since May 2011,
when output was hobbled by an
earthquake-triggered tsunami in Japan.
Nissan Motor Co. and Honda Motor
Co. cut output by 20 percent and 21
percent respectively.

Bloomberg News contributed to this
story.
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Harman to maintain strong
sales growth targets

SHANGHAI -- Harman International
Industries Inc. wants to boost its China
sales nearly 260 percent by 2015, an
ambitious growth target that would
boost the company's China revenue to
$1 billion (6.2 billion yuan).

Dinesh Paliwal, CEO of the U.S. supplier
of audio and infotainment systems,
explained his strategy last month in an
interview with Automotive News China
Managing Editor Yang Jian.

What kind of prWhat kind of presence has Harman builtesence has Harman built
in China?in China?

Five years ago, we had nothing in
China. Now we have 2,000 people and
two factories. The Dandong plant
makes car audio and professional audio
systems, and the Suzhou plant
produces electronics. This year, we
opened a new randd center in
Chengdu in addition to the two
existing randd centers in Shanghai and
Shenzhen.

How much rHow much revevenue does China generenue does China generateate
ffor Harman?or Harman?

Last year, our revenue worldwide grew
15 percent year-on-year to $4.3 billion.
But our total sales in China grew 42
percent to $382 million, which was just
below 10% of the global revenue.

Harman also makes audio prHarman also makes audio products foducts foror
consumerconsumers. How much of ys. How much of your sales inour sales in
China arChina are to automakere to automakers?s?

Worldwide, about 75 percent of our
operations are automotive. It is about
the same ratio in China.

Do yDo you havou have gre growowth targets fth targets for Chinaor China
this ythis year and the next fear and the next few yew yearears?s?

As a public company, we don't give out
sales targets by country. But our goal,
which we have made public, is to get
$1 billion in total sales from China by
2015. Last year, our China revenue
grew 42 percent. We understand that
40 percent to 50 percent is not
sustainable every year. But with that
momentum, we still believe we can
beat China's GDP growth by three to
four times. If China's GDP growth is 7
percent, we target growth of 25 to 30
percent.

China's auto sales havChina's auto sales have slowe slowed in theed in the
past twpast two yo yearears. How can Harmans. How can Harman
maintain such strmaintain such strong rong revevenue grenue growowthth
herhere?e?

We don't see any slowdown in demand
for our products. We are well underway
[to achieve that goal] because we have
a large order backlog. Our main
customers in China are BMW, Audi,
Daimler and Porsche. They all said they
don't get enough cars to sell in China.
Because our customer base is high-end
and luxury, so far we have seen no
change in our demand. Our business
with local automakers is growing even
faster. We have several hundred of
millions of dollars backlog with local
automakers.

Dinesh Paliwal, CEO of Harman
International Industries

Which local automakerWhich local automakers ars are customere customers?s?

We have won local orders from Geely,
BYD, BAIC and Changan. They are
using our audio, infotainment,
telematics and connectivity systems, all
very advanced products. We have
received a $200 million order from
Geely -- the most from a local
automaker. Geely's chairman expects
that one of every two of his company's
cars will have connectivity built into it.

As an interAs an international companynational company, what has, what has
Harman done to meet the needs ofHarman done to meet the needs of
domestic Chinese automakerdomestic Chinese automakers?s?

Local automakers' needs are different,
and not just because they want
cheaper products or lower cost. Their
need for feature functionality is very
different. To be able to meet that need,
you need to invest in local R&D, local
sales operations and local marketing.
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V8/V12 Vantage ................................57 43 671 774
DBS ..................................................17 19 220 304
Rapide ................................................9 22 210 445
Other ................................................52 65 522 574

ASTON MARTIN ................................135 149 1,623 2,097
Niva/Taiga........................................138 172 1,575 2,128
Other ................................................15 32 231 390

Total Lada........................................153 204 1,806 2,518
AVTOVAZ ..........................................153 204 1,806 2,518

1 series ......................................12,124 11,254 128,477 109,790
3 series ......................................15,537 12,875 149,097 140,806
5 series ........................................9,256 10,928 101,632 123,163
7 series ............................................721 643 6,878 8,027
Z4....................................................318 437 6,882 8,816
6 series ............................................657 572 7,607 3,720
X1 ................................................5,455 6,902 52,955 68,532
X3 ................................................5,241 6,179 60,182 49,625
X5 ................................................1,543 1,948 17,904 22,267
X6 ................................................1,091 1,157 10,869 12,414
Other ................................................24 37 504 723

Total BMW brand ......................51,967 52,932 542,987 547,883
Mini..............................................8,392 8,674 87,866 97,084
Countryman ................................4,563 4,812 46,195 44,160
Paceman............................................10 – 32 –

Total Mini ..................................12,965 13,486 134,093 141,244
Phantom............................................10 12 97 132
Ghost ................................................18 22 286 299
Other ..................................................1 – 4 4

Total Rolls-Royce ..............................29 34 387 435
BMW AG ......................................64,961 66,452 677,467 689,562
Maybach ..............................................7 – 44 43
A class ..........................................6,723 10,453 51,883 71,704
B class ........................................10,246 1,819 104,252 54,726
C class ........................................11,434 14,660 141,650 147,586
E class ..........................................7,302 9,703 86,382 111,111
S class..............................................552 714 6,440 8,651
CLS ..............................................1,099 1,409 10,445 14,920
CLC ....................................................– 7 11 2,167
SLK..................................................922 1,355 15,896 15,128
SL ....................................................265 87 3,605 1,133
SLS AMG ..........................................34 91 1,018 1,453
R class ............................................163 352 2,035 3,621
GLK ..............................................3,335 2,237 27,275 25,651
Citan ..............................................226 – 252 –
Vito/Viano ....................................1,634 2,016 21,048 23,781
Sprinter............................................415 381 4,623 4,264
M class ........................................3,672 822 29,360 14,011
G class ............................................284 126 1,705 1,480
GL ....................................................82 169 1,071 2,134
Other ..............................................116 128 1,350 1,831

Total Mercedes-Benz ................48,504 46,529 510,301 505,352
ForTwo ........................................6,274 6,230 60,696 67,231
Other ..................................................– 1 2 33

Total Smart ..................................6,274 6,231 60,698 67,264
Other ....................................................– – – 1

DAIMLER AG ................................54,785 52,760 571,043 572,660
DR1 ..................................................17 50 158 1,852
DR5 ..................................................27 95 304 623
Other ..................................................4 19 141 255

DR MOTOR COMPANY ......................48 164 603 2,730
Ypsilon ............................................105 – 1,881 139
Delta..................................................22 14 648 173
300C ................................................13 13 267 470
Grand Voyager/Town & Country........24 86 523 3,257
Other ..................................................6 7 129 169

Total Chrysler brand ......................170 120 3,448 4,208
Caliber ................................................– 12 24 797
Journey................................................6 12 47 874
Other ................................................46 40 802 381

Total Dodge ......................................52 64 873 2,052
Compass..........................................949 676 8,235 5,545
Patriot..................................................1 45 111 2,407
Wrangler ........................................465 396 6,294 5,665
Cherokee/Liberty................................50 86 506 1,633
Grand Cherokee ..............................955 1,067 8,747 4,937
Other ..................................................3 5 28 38

Total Jeep ....................................2,423 2,275 23,921 20,225
Other....................................................2 – 5 –
CHRYSLER GROUP ........................2,647 2,459 28,247 26,485

EUROPE SALES BY MODEL, OCTOBER & 10 MONTHS

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

brought to you courtesy of
www.jato.com

MiTo ............................................1,805 2,534 22,262 35,520
Giulietta........................................5,041 5,253 54,086 68,286
159..................................................319 831 3,467 9,295
Other ..................................................8 31 152 1,542

Total Alfa Romeo ........................7,173 8,649 79,967 114,643
458 Italia ........................................100 93 1,376 1,219
California ..........................................31 37 528 831
FF ......................................................25 56 441 139
F12....................................................21 – 21 –
599 GTB Fiorano..................................3 11 67 309
Other ..................................................2 4 88 85

Total Ferrari ....................................182 201 2,521 2,583
500 ............................................12,959 11,247 127,771 136,655
Panda ........................................17,335 14,099 158,245 161,457
Punto..........................................10,148 15,639 122,558 190,926
Albea ..................................................– 697 1,015 7,280
Linea ............................................2,576 2,414 27,629 27,103
Bravo ............................................1,197 2,176 15,792 28,249
Sedici ..............................................598 1,005 7,309 13,165
Freemont ......................................1,691 1,896 21,537 9,946
Fiorino/Qubo....................................986 1,569 14,170 17,323
Doblo ..............................................736 983 8,279 14,562
Ducato ............................................996 824 19,478 17,613
500L ............................................1,857 – 3,111 –
Idea ....................................................8 581 2,870 5,170
Other ..............................................170 269 2,697 5,776

Total Fiat brand..........................51,257 53,399 532,461 635,225
Ypsilon ........................................4,092 5,591 47,377 50,764
Musa ............................................1,234 811 12,740 14,780
Delta ............................................1,040 1,096 11,778 16,547
Flavia ................................................23 – 466 –
Thema ............................................118 304 1,282 316
Voyager ..........................................296 236 4,336 236
Other ..................................................2 6 16 171

Total Lancia ..................................6,805 8,044 77,995 82,814
GranTurismo......................................63 55 530 772
GranCabrio........................................16 35 318 434
Quattroporte ......................................6 18 100 243
Other ..................................................3 4 23 27

Total Maserati ..................................88 112 971 1,476
Other..................................................47 51 560 582
FIAT S.P.A. ..................................65,552 70,456 694,475 837,323

FIAT-CHYRSLER ............................68,199 72,915 722,722 863,808
Ka ................................................3,829 5,822 52,868 64,063
Fiesta ..........................................27,335 28,154 280,287 318,298
Focus ..........................................18,711 21,329 221,613 266,351
Fusion................................................88 1,283 8,015 15,599
Mondeo........................................5,958 6,359 64,175 73,118
B-Max ..........................................4,067 – 5,504 –
C-Max/Grand C-Max ....................7,804 11,369 97,924 105,432
S-Max ..........................................2,422 3,564 35,668 40,321
Galaxy ..........................................1,644 2,231 21,324 23,272
Kuga ............................................6,351 5,106 55,019 58,225
Transit/Tourneo................................943 1,105 13,683 13,792
Other ..............................................219 173 1,837 2,512

Total Ford brand ........................79,371 86,495 857,917 980,983
Lincoln..................................................3 – 9 9
Mercury................................................– – 1 3

FORD MOTOR ..............................79,374 86,495 857,927 980,995
Geely ..................................................56 231 825 887
C30 ................................................706 1,123 9,264 13,132
V40 ..............................................5,924 1 11,819 3
S40..................................................120 742 6,691 8,701
V50 ................................................507 3,241 25,673 34,820
S60 ..............................................1,466 1,747 15,179 20,854
V60 ..............................................3,765 4,491 36,716 38,278
V70/XC70 ....................................3,623 4,157 37,646 40,566
S80..................................................336 398 3,888 4,502
C70 ................................................155 216 2,745 3,774
XC60............................................4,122 3,723 39,339 42,811
XC90 ..............................................736 922 7,986 11,148
Other ................................................19 40 280 361

Total Volvo ................................21,479 20,801 197,226 218,950
GEELY GROUP ..............................21,535 21,032 198,051 219,837
Buick ....................................................– – 5 5
Cadillac ..............................................38 40 379 481
Matiz/Spark ..................................2,487 4,612 42,156 56,681
Aveo ............................................3,085 5,089 47,075 37,308
Cruze............................................3,432 2,857 32,392 30,598
Malibu ............................................159 – 925 3
Captiva ........................................1,372 2,114 19,840 19,135
Orlando ........................................1,481 1,548 19,808 16,973
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Camaro ..........................................149 92 1,967 455
Other ................................................22 61 295 2,399

Total Chevrolet ..........................12,187 16,373 164,458 163,552
GMC ....................................................5 3 19 20
Hummer ..............................................1 2 14 51
Agila ............................................1,401 2,446 20,014 23,160
Corsa..........................................19,979 23,805 241,526 276,551
Astra/Astra Classic ......................20,635 22,726 219,942 274,891
Insignia ........................................5,519 9,561 84,988 119,094
Meriva ..........................................5,661 7,883 68,117 110,599
Zafira ............................................6,567 4,383 83,466 62,288
Mokka ..........................................1,365 – 2,229 –
Antara ..........................................1,334 692 15,316 7,303
Vivaro ..............................................468 503 6,196 6,007
Ampera ..........................................515 14 4,482 87
Other ..............................................371 88 4,326 1,481

Total Opel/Vauxhall ..................63,815 72,101 750,602 881,461
Other ....................................................– 1 – 9

GENERAL MOTORS ......................76,046 88,520 915,477 1,045,579
Steed ..............................................153 65 525 516
Hover ..................................................1 39 9 910
Other ..................................................– 3 6 4

GREAT WALL ....................................154 107 540 1,430
Jazz ..............................................3,207 5,670 44,736 47,788
Civic ............................................4,623 4,089 46,814 41,712
Insight ............................................135 324 3,005 4,947
Accord ............................................417 689 7,242 10,647
CR-V ............................................3,484 3,187 30,282 30,617
CR-Z ................................................132 339 1,980 3,921
Other ..................................................7 24 72 851

HONDA MOTOR ..........................12,005 14,322 134,131 140,483
I10................................................4,482 6,300 58,183 63,224
I20................................................8,110 6,576 75,767 66,636
I30................................................8,641 6,627 83,868 88,339
I40................................................3,003 1,482 27,132 6,014
H-1/Starex/Satellite ..........................130 153 2,790 2,301
Accent ............................................811 1,721 10,325 18,246
Elantra ............................................290 683 4,813 2,612
ix20 ..............................................3,207 3,226 37,816 40,377
ix35 ..............................................7,275 5,893 78,886 59,301
Genesis..............................................26 118 886 1,520
Santa Fe ......................................1,197 1,034 9,213 11,638
Veloster ..........................................344 352 5,402 2,310
Other ................................................40 106 877 4,099

Total Hyundai brand..................37,556 34,271 395,958 366,617
Picanto ........................................3,851 5,110 51,370 42,996
Rio................................................4,646 3,990 63,152 20,935
Cee'd............................................7,280 6,207 64,565 60,658
Optima ............................................325 – 3,747 13
Venga ..........................................3,086 2,462 26,978 36,502
Soul ................................................332 818 5,217 9,945
Sportage ......................................7,332 5,683 74,094 55,753
Sorento............................................887 1,079 9,230 11,507
Other ................................................69 336 1,123 4,202

Total Kia ....................................27,808 25,685 299,476 242,511
HYUNDAI-KIA ..............................65,364 59,956 695,434 609,128
Mahindra ..........................................19 25 151 519
Korando ..........................................412 461 3,941 4,030
Actyon ................................................9 18 36 244
Kyron ..................................................2 62 182 905
Rexton ............................................145 53 480 480
Rodius/Stavic......................................35 66 466 651
Other ..................................................3 – 3 2

Total Ssangyong ............................606 660 5,108 6,312
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA................625 685 5,259 6,831

MX-5 ..............................................333 281 6,542 7,600
Mazda2 ........................................1,577 2,426 26,927 33,471
Mazda3 ........................................1,526 2,657 22,263 30,809
Mazda5 ..........................................651 1,189 10,823 16,284
Mazda6 ........................................1,222 1,694 15,790 24,925
CX-5 ............................................1,743 – 20,810 7
CX-7................................................245 649 3,885 8,881
Other ................................................14 27 137 819

MAZDA ..........................................7,311 8,923 107,177 122,796
i ........................................................67 218 1,422 2,414
Colt ..............................................1,257 1,645 15,881 23,050
Lancer..............................................342 884 5,027 12,205
ASX ..............................................2,309 3,476 29,003 41,398
Outlander ....................................1,646 1,325 11,850 15,058
Pajero/Montero/Shogun ..................395 456 3,697 5,728
Other ................................................88 123 580 1,492

MITSUBISHI ....................................6,104 8,127 67,460 101,345

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

Elise ..................................................18 20 213 283
Evora ..................................................6 7 141 319
Other ..................................................– 3 15 102

Total Lotus ........................................24 30 369 704
Proton ................................................22 147 941 1,231

PROTON ..............................................46 177 1,310 1,935
C-Zero ............................................248 144 2,843 1,483
C1 ................................................5,367 5,883 57,512 70,922
C3 ..............................................11,955 13,820 132,257 156,576
DS3 ..............................................5,923 5,773 54,952 61,719
C–Elysee ..........................................322 – 421 –
C4 ................................................7,967 8,781 87,558 96,176
DS4 ..............................................2,511 3,459 26,704 17,685
C5 ................................................2,963 4,526 34,231 52,493
DS5 ..............................................2,170 71 19,308 753
C4 Aircross ..................................1,824 – 8,215 –
C-Crosser ..........................................65 362 1,853 3,622
Nemo ..............................................349 573 3,634 6,738
Berlingo ........................................3,592 3,539 38,002 39,561
C3 Picasso ....................................4,426 4,158 46,320 56,668
Xsara Picasso ......................................4 4 42 5,014
C4 Picasso/Grand C4 Picasso ........6,178 7,929 69,101 89,352
C8 ..................................................250 377 3,575 4,787
Other ..............................................556 495 5,986 5,443

Total Citroen ..............................56,670 59,894 592,514 668,992
iOn ..................................................473 147 2,697 1,551
107 ..............................................4,737 6,640 61,084 75,148
206 ..............................................4,005 4,977 38,075 74,880
207 ..............................................2,601 18,028 104,760 211,496
208 ............................................23,844 – 121,926 1
308 ..............................................8,338 11,460 107,327 133,638
407....................................................11 74 227 4,792
508 ..............................................5,845 8,315 73,110 70,089
RCZ ................................................668 1,077 8,641 14,096
3008 ............................................7,958 9,309 83,658 98,970
4008................................................620 – 2,914 –
5008 ............................................3,913 5,200 46,090 60,956
807..................................................228 508 4,045 5,444
4007................................................106 241 1,255 3,089
Bipper..............................................351 456 4,182 6,690
Partner/Ranch ..............................2,666 2,847 27,687 30,023
Expert ..............................................345 324 4,154 4,385
Other ..............................................186 80 1,362 1,266

Total Peugeot ............................66,895 69,683 693,194 796,514
Other ....................................................– – – 3

PSA..............................................123,565 129,577 1,285,708 1,465,509
M ......................................................42 50 508 514
EX......................................................24 29 307 429
FX....................................................118 142 1,467 1,769
Other ................................................13 30 201 309

Total Infiniti ....................................197 251 2,483 3,021
Pixo ................................................427 782 7,596 12,806
Micra ............................................3,602 6,393 52,455 64,844
Juke..............................................8,303 8,320 90,834 89,775
Leaf ................................................903 137 4,345 1,153
Qashqai ......................................17,937 15,161 185,943 184,186
370Z..................................................49 60 923 1,326
Note ............................................2,261 2,405 27,484 30,439
X-Trail..............................................607 723 7,143 7,816
Pathfinder........................................318 276 2,529 3,604
Murano ..........................................164 224 1,496 2,684
NV200/Evalia ..................................452 346 5,331 3,598
Other ..............................................211 273 2,581 5,045

Total Nissan................................35,234 35,100 388,660 407,276
NISSAN ........................................35,431 35,351 391,143 410,297

Duster ..........................................8,546 12,276 94,753 117,089
Sandero ........................................7,044 6,188 66,600 57,383
Logan ..........................................3,441 4,636 35,581 37,669
Lodgy ..........................................4,074 – 20,165 –
Dokker ............................................106 – 121 –
Other ..................................................– 2 3 19

Total Dacia..................................23,211 23,102 217,223 212,160
Twingo ........................................7,427 12,736 80,024 109,914
Clio ............................................24,923 24,318 213,487 258,846
Symbol/Thalia ..................................885 3,443 19,852 36,186
Megane ......................................15,643 20,612 175,695 211,396
Fluence ........................................3,212 3,357 29,927 35,481
Laguna ........................................2,206 3,195 25,055 42,217
Latitude ..........................................185 628 3,792 9,157
Wind ................................................51 384 1,488 6,331
Modus/Grand Modus....................2,578 4,530 26,485 40,949
Scenic/Grand Scenic......................9,209 14,166 113,172 134,381
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Espace/Grand Espace ......................997 480 10,388 12,978
Koleos ..........................................1,294 1,557 13,164 13,603
Kangoo ........................................1,693 3,011 24,318 29,990
Trafic ..............................................902 854 9,971 10,366
Other ..............................................130 119 1,486 863

Total Renault brand ..................71,335 93,390 748,304 952,658
RENAULT SA................................94,546 116,492 965,527 1,164,818

RENAULT-NISSAN ......................129,977 151,843 1,356,670 1,575,115
Impreza ..........................................200 496 2,385 6,740
XV ................................................1,482 – 12,490 –
Legacy/Outback ..............................679 787 7,902 10,309
Trezia ..............................................112 190 1,741 2,262
Forester ..........................................708 1,012 10,230 12,600
Other ................................................43 59 494 1,127

SUBARU ..........................................3,224 2,544 35,242 33,038
Alto ..............................................1,083 2,009 20,591 29,439
Splash ..........................................1,410 1,252 14,743 13,337
Swift ............................................4,516 4,729 52,384 53,762
Kizashi ..............................................59 129 964 1,497
Jimny ............................................1,017 1,032 10,302 10,350
SX4 ..............................................2,513 2,988 25,423 29,588
Vitara/Grand Vitara/XL-7..................932 1,141 10,283 13,502
Other ..................................................5 6 47 65

SUZUKI ..........................................11,535 13,286 134,737 151,540
9-3 ....................................................48 201 1,017 9,932
9-5 ....................................................15 67 283 3,159
Other ..................................................1 1 6 3

Total Saab..........................................64 269 1,306 13,094
SWEDISH AUTOMOBILE ....................64 269 1,306 13,094

XF ................................................1,147 1,049 16,307 13,951
XJ ....................................................206 191 2,049 3,356
XK ....................................................92 123 1,594 2,215
Other ..................................................4 11 102 92

Total Jaguar..................................1,449 1,374 20,052 19,614
Defender ..........................................66 106 766 1,264
Freelander ....................................1,338 1,127 15,637 21,769
Discovery ........................................842 865 10,801 10,525
Range Rover Evoque ....................4,333 2,910 43,852 5,713
Range Rover Sport ........................1,109 1,298 14,086 15,060
Range Rover ....................................530 369 5,369 6,640
Other ..................................................6 5 112 83

Total Land Rover..........................8,224 6,680 90,623 61,054
Indica ..............................................123 129 911 1,868
Xenon..............................................102 25 231 292
Other ..................................................5 58 62 630

Total Tata brand ............................230 212 1,204 2,790
TATA MOTORS ..............................9,903 8,266 111,879 83,458

Cuore/Charade ................................121 146 1,133 2,330
Sirion ................................................49 199 794 2,642
Materia................................................1 24 72 450
Terios ..............................................149 318 1,804 4,168
Other ..................................................– 3 11 74

Total Daihatsu ................................320 690 3,814 9,664
CT ..................................................977 1,280 13,681 12,811
IS ......................................................60 267 2,157 3,640
GS ..................................................265 14 1,963 278
RX ..................................................485 394 5,801 5,348
Other ................................................12 27 107 212

Total Lexus ..................................1,799 1,982 23,709 22,289
iQ ....................................................631 796 8,187 11,010
Aygo ............................................5,629 6,976 60,031 72,504
Yaris ..........................................15,073 9,343 151,526 115,699
Auris ............................................5,624 7,548 65,823 80,657
Corolla..........................................1,314 2,133 13,760 21,654
Prius ............................................2,360 1,558 20,388 21,170
Prius+ ..........................................1,726 – 6,978 –
Avensis ........................................3,668 4,454 49,543 48,572
Verso-S ............................................968 2,235 16,222 15,903
Verso ............................................2,341 3,092 27,695 32,745
Urban Cruiser ..................................263 461 3,095 5,874
RAV4............................................2,533 3,099 30,172 36,009
Land Cruiser ....................................530 531 7,777 8,575
GT 86 ..............................................559 – 3,765 –
Other ................................................55 91 744 1,117

Total Toyota brand....................43,274 42,317 465,706 471,489
TOYOTA MOTOR..........................45,393 44,989 493,229 503,442

A1 ................................................8,924 7,655 86,269 82,788
A3/S3/RS3 ..................................11,371 12,823 116,923 124,586
A4/S4/RS4 ..................................12,308 13,550 123,389 138,567
A6/S6/RS6/allroad ........................7,313 6,979 89,285 67,932
A7/S7 ..............................................918 1,344 10,042 16,176
A8/S8 ..............................................541 690 5,983 8,131

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

Oct. Oct. 10 mos. 10 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

TT ................................................1,073 946 12,197 15,442
A5/S5/RS5 ....................................4,554 3,156 57,894 59,178
R8....................................................120 54 961 1,136
Q3................................................6,576 1,290 60,924 1,903
Q5................................................5,487 4,989 44,016 56,846
Q7 ..................................................947 879 9,769 11,365
Other ................................................44 41 392 337

Total Audi ..................................60,176 54,396 618,044 584,387
Continental GT/GTC ........................137 89 1,585 1,140
Continental Flying Spur......................14 19 163 161
Mulsanne ..........................................11 13 144 221
Other ..................................................5 4 31 33

Total Bentley ..................................167 125 1,923 1,555
Bugatti ................................................1 – 7 10
Gallardo ............................................11 21 211 291
Aventador..........................................18 5 196 31
Murcielago ..........................................1 – 12 6
Other ..................................................– – 5 2

Total Lamborghini ............................30 26 424 330
Boxster ............................................364 142 3,586 2,927
Cayman ............................................20 155 857 1,720
911..................................................552 866 10,383 10,148
Panamera ........................................521 836 6,701 5,799
Cayenne ......................................1,750 1,821 17,397 15,093
Other ................................................39 14 250 141

Total Porsche................................3,246 3,834 39,174 35,828
Altea ............................................1,797 3,092 24,283 32,128
Alhambra......................................1,448 1,445 16,026 13,867
Mii................................................2,589 11 14,023 11
Ibiza..............................................8,582 12,258 106,359 139,845
Leon ............................................5,025 5,336 51,499 60,787
Toledo ............................................384 – 510 7
Exeo ................................................928 1,251 10,440 18,672
Other ..................................................3 4 37 43

Total Seat ..................................20,756 23,397 223,177 265,360
Citigo ..........................................3,991 44 19,557 44
Fabia ..........................................10,366 13,280 121,272 142,102
Rapid ..............................................598 – 609 –
Octavia ......................................13,285 15,600 154,969 156,799
Superb..........................................3,976 4,327 45,596 47,806
Roomster ......................................2,349 2,627 27,573 25,359
Yeti ..............................................4,860 4,917 53,310 45,894
Other ................................................29 58 424 563

Total Skoda ................................39,454 40,853 423,310 418,567
Up ..............................................12,209 16 92,797 466
Fox ......................................................1 581 554 11,678
Polo ............................................24,757 30,419 259,046 313,160
Golf ............................................33,276 38,499 380,048 420,846
Golf Plus ......................................7,123 7,009 59,763 71,864
Jetta ............................................2,700 2,931 29,171 30,264
Passat ........................................15,878 20,774 175,305 206,342
CC................................................2,098 1,533 21,696 20,859
Phaeton ..........................................182 178 1,815 2,493
Beetle ..........................................3,097 136 22,184 343
Scirocco ........................................1,188 1,885 14,607 23,759
Eos ..................................................245 626 5,521 11,040
Touran..........................................8,979 9,354 90,885 101,868
Sharan ..........................................2,909 3,609 31,469 39,094
Tiguan ........................................13,486 10,494 132,365 95,598
Touareg ........................................1,535 1,973 17,421 20,265
Caddy ..........................................3,612 4,357 44,831 48,365
Transporter/Caravelle/
Multivan/Shuttle/T5 ....................3,898 3,470 42,729 41,520

Other ..............................................368 353 3,420 4,462
Total VW brand........................137,541 138,197 1,425,627 1,464,286
Other....................................................1 1 52 60

VOLKSWAGEN............................261,372 260,829 2,731,738 2,770,383
OTHER................................................706 606 9,751 8,745
OTHER (China automakers) ................118 122 1,532 2,249

GRAND TOTAL ........................1,042,702 1,093,319 11,119,822 11,970,307

Note: Excludes models registered as commercial vehicles. Europe sales by model are
compiled using sales data from the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,  Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.

Source: JATO Dynamics +44(0) 20 8423 7100 (www.jato.com)
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